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F. Scott Fitzgerald
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Introduction
Black/White

I am white. Over a decade ago, when I began to listen to hip hop—really listen, outside of popular social contexts that the music had already seeped into across white America—this mattered. As a teenager in a predominantly white environment, there were two sides of the pop divide: rock and hip hop. Kids defined themselves by the music they listen to (still do), and even more so, outsiders defined them as well. Listening to hip hop was essentially associating oneself with the black community, How could I pretend that my life paralleled the lives depicted in this music?

I didn’t yet know Rakim’s famous line “it’s not where you’re from, it’s where you’re at,” which would become a battle cry of sorts for any hip hop head who didn’t have the stereotypical “black American experience.” But it wasn’t any sense of personal evolution that prompted my expanded musical palate other than the simple freedom that comes with not allowing the music you listen to, the movies you watch, and the art you consume to define you. Music stopped being about the image and the lifestyle—the social ceased to have priority over the personal. It was no coincidence that I didn’t really love music until I began to love hip hop: the same barriers had been holding me back.

Now, a decade later, things are very different. I wasn’t the only one that figured out that you can listen to hip hop without belonging to the hip hop culture, and as the genre has continued to “dominate popular music, anyone interested in
the social climate of America ignores hip hop at their own peril. Articles in The Source have evolved into articles in The New Yorker have evolved into articles in National Geographic. However naively, it is no longer important as a hip hop listener to identify yourself as white. Hip hop, created primarily by black Americans, evolved from black American music, is no longer Black music. It is American music.

This is, of course, far from uncharted territory. Since the dawn of recorded music—and before—music made by black Americans has made its way slowly but surely into mainstream America. Jazz, swing, rhythm and blues, and finally rock and roll were all co-opted by the parallel culture. Though the path of these genres was not as, well, black and white as traditional history would imply (Big Mama Thornton may have recorded “Hound Dog” before Elvis, but it was written by a couple of Jewish kids), the oppression of black artists because of the need for a paler face behind the music is undeniable.

The difference between these earlier trends and hip hop’s new path is that the newer art form was the first major post-civil rights musical jump to emerge from a black community. Right as hip hop was ready for primetime, with the release of 1984’s Run DMC, MTV started playing videos by black artists and stretching out from their rock-exclusive ethos. Since that major shift, black artists don’t have to worry as much about finding an outlet for their work, and therefore white artists have had little opportunity to step in and fill a void.
The audience for hip hop now looks like America (and I have never bought the decades-long assumption that the genre is primarily consumed by white suburban youths) but the face of hip hop remains very much a black one.

Now the debate has shifted from what it means as a white American to listen to hip hop to what it means to engage in hip hop culture, to take an active role in performing, promoting, and—where I come in—critiquing the genre. As hip hop moves slowly up the chain of respectability, hip hop writers have gained a higher level of exposure. With such exposure comes a degree of cultural power which, whether the writer is white or black, must be constantly examined. The intellectualization of art can have a dangerous impact on artistic intent when it is presented to the consuming public. Greater exposure to an audience that doesn’t know where to begin means a generation of writers is setting the agenda for hip hop; they are the ambassadors of the culture. For white writers, this is even more important, because—assimilated or not—hip hop culture is and always will be a product and a reflection of black America. What does it mean to represent and evaluate a culture to which you do not belong?

Perhaps the greatest irony of this conversation is that critics and writers have (almost) always been removed from the works that they covered. In Cameron Crowe’s fictionalized memoir Almost Famous (which was originally titled The Uncool), the legendary rock critic Lester Bangs, played by Philip Seymour Hoffman, tells the protagonist to beware of making friends with the bands. “They make you feel cool,” he tells his protegé, “and hey, I met you, you are not cool.” There has always been a separation between the artist and the
audience that is more than just a stage or a television screen, a certain hierarchy that has birthed rock stars and fan clubs alike. But that separation has now been strengthened by an impenetrable divide. You can always learn to play the guitar, get a new haircut, do the hottest drug, or buy the latest kicks. You might even get the girl (or girls) in the end. But you can never change your race.

On an episode of *Ego Trip’s The White Rapper Show*, a program I followed with both low- and high-minded interest, producer Prince Paul hosted a game show where each of the remaining six white rappers had to test their knowledge of black culture. One of the questions was “Black stereotypes that black people secretly believe to be true.” The results were expected: better rhythm, bigger penises, etc, and the whole thing was casual and light-hearted. But beneath the cavalier exploration of racial politics, indicative of the new generation’s open acknowledgment of what was once taboo, there was a kernel of truth. In order to maintain their dominance in hip hop, black artists have accepted certain stereotypes about themselves; that their experience in America is more “real;” that the best way for a black man to establish himself in the world is through brute force and sexual prowess; that their musical talent is natural and unique.

With this cultural power at stake, it is no surprise that any white writer or artist would be viewed with great trepidation. Eminem, the great exception that cannot be ignored, has been (*Source* magazine race-baiting notwithstanding) embraced by the hip hop community. But the Detroit emcee did not do it through his lyrical dexterity alone. Eminem found a legendary voucher in the form of Dr. Dre. He also perfected a unique performance style: as Sasha Frere-Jones wrote in “Haiku for
Eminem” after the release of The Marshall Mathers LP, “The way you sound black/when you are conversating/but white when you rap.” This remarkable characteristic of the most popular emcee in history allowed him to become embraced by a pop community that wasn’t yet ready for hardcore hip hop while it simultaneously projected a non-threatening image to the hip hop community. Though Eminem still had problems—and will always have problems—being fully accepted, it’s this ace up his sleeve that is often ignored.

But to acknowledge this power dynamic within hip hop is to immediately understand the importance of the culture to a people that are underrepresented in the more conventional public sphere. Rather than attack this equation of blackness and The Cool, it is important to respect the tremendous contributions that black Americans have made to American music over at least the last two hundred years, and to address the issues of (in)equality that are the underlying roots of the impasse. In this context, black defense of their culture seems straightforwardly logical. If someone has a continuous history of stealing your television and claiming it as his own, the next time you see him in your house, you’re going to wonder what the hell he’s doing there.

This brings up a legitimate question: if I believe this does in fact matter, that the power dynamic between black artists and their cultural appropriators is a very real context in which any non-black-produced work must be examined, why have I chosen to write this book? First of all, when treated with the respect it deserves, black music is remarkably accommodating. There are few artists in hip hop who would care to restrict their listenership to black people, even
excluding the obvious commercial limitations which such restrictions would entail. Hip hop likes ruling the world. Despite its constantly evolving trends, slang, and social mores, it is not an insular art form. The Hip Hop Nation’s appeal stretches well beyond its borders, and even its most patriotic citizens rarely advocate immigration reform.

But more importantly, by stepping away from a culture, one hopes to understand it better. Which is, as I’m sure you were wondering, precisely where the subject of this book comes in. *Illmatic* is perfect for such an exploration. Unlike Public Enemy’s *It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back* …and dead prez’s *Let’s Get Free*, *Illmatic* is not (transparently) political. Unlike Wu Tang’s *Enter the Wu Tang: 36 Chambers* or MF Doom’s *Operation: Doomsday*, *Illmatic* is not mythological. Unlike Dr. Dre’s *The Chronic* or 50 Cent’s *Get Rich or Die Tryin’*, *Illmatic* is not gangsta pop. Boiled down and focused, almost defiantly New York-born, the album is the vision of a black man growing up in the projects during the 1970s and 80s, specific almost literally down to a street corner, and yet immediately recognizable. *Illmatic* is hip hop.

I don’t just listen to hip hop, I love hip hop. I can spend hours discussing which Poor Righteous Teachers album is best, arguing over Common’s evolution as an MC, and evaluating the respective solo careers of the core Wu Tang. I wait months, sometimes years, for my favorite MCs as they continually push back their release dates. I cringe when Oprah or Bill O’Reilly insults a culture they do not care to understand or constructively engage with, and I am proud of MI of dead prez when he goes on Fox News and presents an
intelligent and positive voice. Sometimes I wonder if a day goes by when I am not evaluating the impact and status of the genre, when I am not discovering some new album or some unknown aspect of a complex and living art form that I consider to be the most important cultural development of the last quarter of the 20th century. But I am not hip hop.

Therefore, this is not a book about me. I won’t tell you when I first heard Illmatic, or what it has done for my life, or why I couldn’t have made it through a tough period without the record by my side. Rather than partake in the culture, or conversely force the album into my world, I want to interact with this work of art in its own context. By doing so, one can ideally reconcile the conventional concepts of artistic expression with the new paradigm that hip hop has created, and which has become so misunderstood. I hope this does not imply that I aim to take an elevated position from above. It is not my intention with this book to expose the hypocrisy of hip hop, but rather the complex play of light and dark, good and evil, power and the powerless, that hip hop is able to accommodate.

Nearly twenty-five years after Run DMC established the public representation of the black male experience, hip hop has ridden that authenticity and Other status to pop dominance, the height of superficiality and acceptance. It’s a testament to the genre’s universality and multi-faceted mythology that its reputation has, for the most part, remained intact over that time. Unlike previous black American music, hip hop has maintained a high profile within the community for thirty years, while allowing itself to reach out not just to the rest of America, but the entire world, from Japan to Senegal and Sweden to New Zealand.
Why it has been able to achieve such universal success while maintaining its status in the inner cities is a matter for another book. That it can appeal to such a broad range of humanity, however, is at the core of Nas’s *Illmatic*, which is viewed with reverence by every version of a hip hop fan, from underground to commercial, New York to Los Angeles, conscious to thug. It is not because people do not recognize the duality of the album, the larger–than-life persona that stresses populist realism, simultaneously depicting two competing realities. It is because they see life in those contradictions, a true depiction of the world around them. It is this complexity that *Illmatic* represents so well, and that I aim to capture from outside looking in.
Chapter One
Endings/Beginnings

In the year 1999, Nas was crucified. The emcee whose first verse on record included the claim “when I was twelve, I went to hell for snuffin’ Jesus” had done a 180, and was now wearing a crown of thorns, being taunted by peasants in the desert. It was all in the name of the video for “Hate Me Now,” the second single from Nas’s hastily reconfigured (after one of the earliest costly internet leaks) third album I Am… Shifting from ancient Jerusalem to the hood and then into the hottest/most ridiculous club in town, the video was flooded with girls, large and heavy necklaces, and fire…lots and lots of fire.

Hype Williams, the ubiquitous hip hop music video director whose sole feature-length film Belly co-starred Nas, was behind the camera for the controversial video. Puff Daddy (as he was then known) was the guest, lurking in the background, crouched on the awning, screaming at the camera, and, ultimately, swallowed by fur. He would be edited out of the crucifixion scene in the final edit of the video; an early airing on Total Request Live on MTV had ignored his request to be purged. He had felt it would be construed as blasphemy; as a devout Catholic he felt people would believe he was inappropriately comparing himself to Jesus Christ. This indiscretion led to the now-legendary skirmish between Puffy and Nas’s then-manager Steve Stout, in which Puffy allegedly and poetically attacked Stout with a Champagne bottle.
It’s not just the live tigers, the multiple-set shoot, and the Jesus metaphor that send the video so far over the top. It’s the useless, self-important credits at the beginning, the Armageddon-like explosions on the streets of New York, and, most simultaneously hilarious and awesome, Nas and Puffy, hovering over it all on a grocery store overhang. Over the course of five minutes, the viewer must inevitably wonder how they got up there: was it a fire escape? Or were they lowered onto the awning with a crane?

The song itself, though laced with some classically Nas couplets, was similarly packed with braggadocio, down to the bombastic “Carmina Burana” sample that gets smacked around by doom-saying bass and stunted drums. It was, like the Champagne attack that followed it, indicative of the culture out of which it grew, where hip hop was reaching unforeseen heights and most success was being viewed through a rosy fisheye lens (again thanks to Hype). If you had said “bling” on The Today Show, no one would have known what you were talking about. Jay-Z wouldn’t go “Big Pimpin’” for another year. “Me and Diddy, we started the bling thing,” Nas told an interviewer in 2006. “I called myself the Bling King. My whole thing was to put on the bigger chain, to ice out the stuff.”

Out of context, Nas’s work on “Hate Me Now” seems wildly incongruent with his earlier output. The only conclusion most fans could arrive at was that the emcee had finally and completely Sold Out But within hip hop, Nas was moving with the times, reflecting reality—his reality—just as completely as he had always been. Though I Am …, like every Nas album, boasted some of the emcee’s best work—first single “Nas Is
Like,” produced by DJ Premier, is still one of his finest moments—the one-two punch of that disc and the quick follow-up *Nastradamus* left many of his hardcore fans behind. For those narrowly focused, wildly loyal traditionalists, his new persona signaled the complete transformation of the last great torchbearer of the golden age of hip hop. Nas was more Judas than Jesus.

Without knowing it, the plan had already been set in motion. In fact, in many ways, *Illmatic*, released five years before Nas was crucified, is the last gasp throwback, the end of the original hip hop era. Once Run DMC went global and hip hop began to get noticed, the traditional style of gritty drums, hard-hitting samples, and street-level rhyming found itself birthing styles that splintered off in new directions. Some were close siblings, like Public Enemy’s brand of confrontational, sample-heavy conscious rap and, further down the line, the smoothed-out jazz rap of the Native Tongues and Digable Planets. Other’s were distant cousins like Teddy Riley’s New Jack Swing movement, or disowned children like pop act MC Hammer. But all struggled for the spotlight in the evolutionary race to the top of the charts.

Straight elemental hip hop was still a powerful center of respect in the early 90s; groups like Showbiz and AG, Gang Starr, and Pete Rock and CL Smooth had hit singles and received national notice. But with a few exceptions (the Wu Tang solo records, Mobb Deep’s debut) this would all change months after *Illmatic*’s release thanks to one record.

The Notonous B.I.G.’s *Ready to Die* was a new kind of crossbreed. Executive produced by Sean “Puffy” Combs (as
he was then known), the album mixed the local reportage of *Illmatic* with pop hooks, party jams, and an arsenal the size of a small militia. Unlike NWA’s records, Biggie managed to be authentic and powerful without being confrontational. He was dangerous without being troubling, authentic without being unpolished.

He was also, as Jay-Z would do with his later records, posturing, positioning himself as a larger–than-life figure that gave him the “rock star” mystique that would allow hip hop artists to cross over into mainstream culture. The real-life battle which turned tragic would only reinforce this image. *Ready to Die*, the infamous battle between Bad Boy and Death Row Records, and the subsequent deaths of Tupac and Biggie, would have effects on the hip hop genre and industry that are still felt today.

*Ready to Die* had obviously been influenced to some degree by *Illmatic*,
2 but Biggie’s album had such a huge impact that Nas could not be unaffected in turn. When he went to record *It Was Written*..., his follow-up to *Illmatic*, an album with limited singing and no female presence, he knew to court radio with Lauryn Hill singing the hook on “If I Ruled the World (Imagine That).” He even flipped the Eurythmics’ “Sweet Dreams (Are Made of These)” for one of his most awkward and yet successful singles, “Street Dreams.” It had only been two years, but there was a lifetime between his debut and *It Was Written*... It appeared then, and is only more clear now, that the time for a record like *Illmatic* had come and gone.

In fact, tightly constructed albums that focus on lyricism and simple and powerful beats and rhymes are almost always
compared to *Illmatic*. Artists reference the record when explaining why they want their albums to be short, their guest appearance list even shorter. They say they want to project a unified sound, to present a realistic portrait of their existence. They say they don’t want filler, don’t want an album with the dance song, the love song, the compartmentalized song. When they say these things, they are speaking of *Illmatic*, but they are also speaking against the status quo. It is code for change in hip hop, for a revolution in thinking about success. Artists say these things often, but they rarely achieve success, commercially or critically. Certainly none of the albums that have been made in the *Illmatic* mold have been able to measure up to the original artistically, and even the gold standard itself didn’t actually go gold for two years—it took nearly ten to go platinum.

Yet people continue to try because they understand that the album signifies an ending. Hip hop has evolved, and whether it is nostalgia or true knowledge of the right path, artists and fans alike are constantly questioning that evolution. Nas’s debut was the moment when it all seemed possible, when the *Village Voice*, in a review titled “Myth Making,” would cross their fingers and hope for a reemergence of New York, the New York where hip hop began and once thrived. Nas’s album was Grandmaster Flash’s “The Message,” where “thinking of cash flow, buddah and shelter/whenever frustrated, I’m a hijacked delta” sits in for “don’t push me cause I’m close to the edge/I’m trying not to lose my head.” His rapping style was born of Rakim, where “I got a craving like I fiend for nicotine/but I don’t need a cigarette/know what I mean?” becomes “the fiend of hip hop has got me stuck like a crack pipe.” He knew what came before him, and
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a reverence for hip hop history is something the emcee has maintained throughout his career.

But this characterization of *Illmatic* ignores the album’s many innovations. If, looking back, the album seems like a dead end, it only takes a simple adjustment of the light for the album to seem like the polar opposite: a bright new beginning. “Nas was so young to be that lyrical. But he comes from an era of greatness,” *Illmatic* co-producer DJ Premier points out. “I mean, Rakim and Kane and G Rap and Melle Mel, he got to witness all of that come around.” At twenty years old, the rapper that released *Illmatic* was only a few years older than the genre itself. Listening to hip hop from the 80s is thrilling and liberating; there’s a sense of discovery in De La Soul, in Mantronix, in Stetasonic. In *Illmatic*, hip hop may be a savior, but it is also comfortable and effortless. It is all around you.

This acceptance of hip hop as a given is perhaps the most convincing reason why the album sounds so fresh today. Even classic old school hip hop records like Eric B and Rakim’s *Follow the Leader*, which contain some of the greatest hip hop songs ever, can sound dated due to antiquated DJ tracks and awkwardly structured album cuts. Though the beats on Nas’s debut are perhaps most notable for being one of the first sets culled from an all-star New York lineup rather than a specific DJ or producer, the jazzy loops and gritty samples that populate the album are perfectly matched with their protagonist. Hip hop’s beats have evolved since then—the brittle abstraction of the Neptunes, the stutter-step backbone of Kanye’s sped-up soul, and the elementary Scott Storch keyboard licks come to mind first—but it’s not difficult to see any of these beats populating a modern-day LP.
But Nas’s lyrics are where the true revolution takes place. Often considered a direct descendant of Rakim, Nas was in reality the first modern rapper. Rakim had already altered the dominant perception of what constitutes a recorded MC, but his style was essentially a response to the norm during the first generation of artists rather than a shift away from it. With a laid-back voice that was initially greeted with skepticism, Rakim established himself as an effortless lyricist; he didn’t have to try. All these other cats out here, they need to hammer home their punchlines, stomp on their choruses, but me, I’m gonna sit back and wait for them to come to me.

3 He was, therefore, the first emcee’s emcee, the guy you had to pay attention to and know what you were looking at. It’s no surprise then that Rakim is still consistently regarded as the greatest emcee in history, and why Nas, like most rappers who value lyricism over style, is so often compared to him.

Nas filled the hole that Rakim had created by rendering the traditional style of rapping irrelevant. Most importantly, Nas started a revolution in multi-syllabic rhyming that continues to stand as the major signifier of quality rapping. Rather than punch home his couplets and leave it at that, Nas placed multiple rhyme schemes within each line, stretching out his words’ versatility until it could be difficult to see where each bar ended and the next began. Lines like “peoples are petrol, dramatic automatic fo’-fo’ I let blow and back down po-po then I’m vexed so” are filled with slang, metaphors, and personal examination. Though artists had used this effectively before, most notably rappers like Rakim and Big Daddy Kane, Nas uses it so consistently throughout Illmatic that the standard was definitively established, and the next few years of pure hip hop saw every emcee of any ambition to greatness adopt the method.
The establishment of poetic standards within hip hop was one of the major reasons *Illmatic* is a hinge upon which hip hop history swings. “I feel like Nas is just like how Rakim was,” emcee/producer Q-Tip (who produced “One Love”) says, reflecting on the importance of *Illmatic*. “You had rap before Rakim, like, you could do Rakim A.D., you know what I’m saying? There was rap before Rakim and rap after Rakim. So he’s like, when it comes to lyricism and when it comes to influence, if you’re drawing that analogy, he’s like Elvis, you know what I’m saying? And in terms of the innovation of what he did, Nas is like Dylan. And it’s like, after that, Nas just took it and just defined it like it’s still happening. Everybody’s influenced by him. He said [on 2001’s “Ether”] ‘name a rapper that I ain’t influenced.’ He influenced everybody. From me to Jay-Z to Busta Rhymes to Eminem to 50, he influenced everybody with that album.”

But apart from these technical issues of delivery and lyrical construction, Nas brought something entirely different to the table. It was impossible to separate Nas the rapper from Nas the person. On *Illmatic*, Nas often reverts to battle rhyming; in fact, the very first lyrics of the album are “rappers I monkey flip ‘em with the funky rhythm I be kicking.” Yet each moment seems connected to the overall presentation of a young man growing up in the projects. The album is cinematic in the most natural ways, from vivid details to arcing verse and storylines. It’s clear then why Nas’s performance seems as different from that of Rakim or Run DMC as Marlon Brando’s in *The Godfather* seems from Jimmy Cagney’s in *White Heat*. Just as film actors in the 1930’s didn’t yet know how to adjust their stage presence to the screen, hip hop emcees were still trying to translate the
energy of their live performances onto wax. Nas was showing everyone the way.

This cinematic bent was represented not only in Nas’s tone, but in his persona. Executive producer MC Serch explained the difference between Nas and arguably his two biggest influences, Big Daddy Kane and Rakim: “Kane and Rakim always rhymed in the first person. Both of those emcees were emcees that rhymed their reality. Nas was able to take you out of his reality and put you in the reality of other elements. He is able to transcend himself and become a vessel of thought, as opposed to his own reality.” This distinction goes a long way towards explaining Nas’s ability to extend his career both artistically and commercially past the sell-by date of most rap stars. Without this unique skill, no matter how talented you are lyrically, how long can you succeed simply talking about yourself?

As important as how Nas rapped was what Nas was rapping about. Or rather, how Nas framed what he was rapping about. At the height of his fame and glory, Chuck D famously called hip hop “the Black CNN.” Though it might more accurately be called “the Black E!” these days, Nas was one of the first emcees to depict the dark side of the black American experience without resorting to didacticism. He created a work of art and a snapshot of history which did not empower righteousness or further street legend. Life was hard, “simple and plain.” There is little moral condemnation in *Illmatic*, but even less glorification. Through all of its complexities, the album is built out of the basic building blocks of life in the projects.
Because of this realism, Nas was no longer a rapper on *Illmatic*. He was playing a role, even if it was himself. By constructing this persona, Nas not only laid out his own career for the next decade-plus, but the careers of dozens of other rappers that were able to use their considerable skills to develop similar personas—perhaps most notably the laid-back gangsta persona of Jay-Z. (It’s no wonder that Nas has constructed an aura of mystique around him that has made access to him difficult and knowledge about his day-to-day life so hard to come by; he has a reputation to uphold. Like Bob Dylan, he wants to let the work speak for itself.) The combination of this matter-of-fact delivery and quiet confidence has permeated every level of hip hop. His brazen ambition has become a road map for every rapper that hopes to reach an artistic peak. It seems right that Nas would make *Illmatic* at the age when maturity begins to turn boys into men. This was, in many regards, the first album of the rest of hip hop’s life. “*Illmatic*’s effect on hip hop was the same as how everybody switched from gold to platinum,” rapper AZ says of the record’s impact on New York streets in the mid-90s. “It was historic.”

So how can an album be both an end and a beginning? Though it might be difficult for a newcomer to understand the powerful respect for tradition behind *Illmatic* considering the until-then-unheard-of title, the most basic of listens can take away the essential touchstones of hip hop from the album. Nas speaks of finding work, producing art, building and keeping friendships. He also speaks of smoking weed, shooting guns, and having sex. The beats, though remarkably consistent and unforgiving for their time, are nevertheless technically conventional loops, made by instantly
recognizable names who have, particularly in the case of DJ Premier, instantly recognizable sounds.

Yet beneath this fundamental listen is life itself. Here is a young black man growing up in the inner-city, struggling between the naiveté of his age and the unflinching reality of his experience; fighting for his life amidst death and destruction; representing strength in the face of overwhelming structural power; dreaming of wealth in daily poverty; believing in an ultimate answer when only emptiness greets him. These are concepts that are often expressed with common signifiers, signifiers that frequently seem to contradict one another. But it is these concepts which fan out over forty minutes in such a way that Nas’s life (whether it be Nas the rapper or Nas the character) can be seen in its full spectrum.

By assuming, then, that *Illmatic* can be more than just ten songs that represent the culmination of hip hop’s adolescence, the listener has opened up to the possibility that a work of art, like a person, need not be just one thing. Nas’s debut challenges that notion as well as anything; fittingly, it achieves this feat as simply as possible, by offering nothing more than an honest account of a New York life that began on a late summer day in Brooklyn.
Chapter Two  
Youth/Experience

“My soul’s been rapping since the first man walked in Africa,” Nas told Rolling Stone in May of ’94, right after Illmatic dropped. “At night, my spirit still goes hunting down there.” That may well turn out to be true, but the body he inhabited at the time was much younger. Born in Crown Heights, Brooklyn to Charles Jones III (aka Olu Dara) and Ann Jones, Nasir bin Olu Dara Jones arrived on September 14, 1973. An Arabic name, Nasir means “helper” (sometimes “supporter” or “protector”). Nas would not live in Brooklyn long; before he was old enough to attend school, the family had moved to the Queensbridge housing projects in Long Island City, the westernmost section of the borough of Queens.

The development, named after the Queensboro Bridge above which it is located, is the largest such project in the United States, built in 1939 by the government which made it a point to prevent the housing from becoming attractive to people who would other wise pump funds into the private housing market. Consequently, amenities were limited and certain cost-saving touches were woven into the operational fabric, including elevators which only stopped at odd numbered floors.

The buildings themselves are similar to the failed projects that jut out of inner cities throughout America, constant reminders of an other wise forgotten branch of political vision that erroneously believed flexibility and individuality could be
sacrificed at the altar of societal convenience and efficiency. A band of red runs all around many of the buildings about four feet off the ground, with other s colored a fading brown, unifying the 96 buildings that make up the project, as if one needed an indicator that these crumbling monoliths were something different than their surrounding buildings.

At ground level, standing along the perimeter, the buildings look older, smaller, and yet more welcoming than their subsequent counterparts, the giant multi-floored boxes that litter the skyline. In comparison to those towering relics, Queensbridge’s buildings are a mere six stories: they could be any other apartment complex in the heart of a city. Just a block south of the buildings stands the bridge the projects are named after. Unlike many notable hip hop neighborhoods in New York, e.g. Jay-Z’s famed Marcy projects in Brooklyn, which essentially exist in an entirely different world than Manhattan, midtown is directly across the water, the Empire State Building hovering in surprisingly close proximity.

Inside the courtyards that each block of buildings contains, pathways lined with park benches and short fences surround a basketball court and a small children’s playground, the self-contained common ground of a massive community. These days, just a moment away from the city in the new gentrified New York, the nearby subway stop is surrounded by a different kind of self-contained community: luxury condominiums for white urbanites looking for a (relatively) cheap but convenient alternative to living in Manhattan. In this new context, walking around Queensbridge makes the buildings seem less like the rowhouses of Baltimore or the bombed-out
towers of Chicago and more like the crumbling memory of basic affordable housing for low-income families.

In pictures taken from above, however, the buildings stand out like castle walls protecting more castle walls, stretching off into the horizon, a cluster of green sticking out in the middle. The rooftops weave and dead-end from up there, thanks to a theory that a more innovative design would provide the residents with more sunlight, leaving each unit Y-shaped. Alternating between a ground-level starting point and the removed omnipotence of a bird’s eye view, it’s easy to see what Nas meant when he said “each block is like a maze full of black rats trapped.”

But the playing field of Nas’s childhood is only one side of the story, for Queensbridge isn’t famous for its design, but for its culture. As he grew up, the soon-to-be-rapper was exposed to hip hop from the very beginning, putting him in a unique position. “A lot of the younger artists aren’t instructed in the education of hip hop’s history,” explains DJ Premier. “But where Nas lived in Queensbridge, he got to see MC Shan and Tragedy and all them right there every day. So he had schoolin’ right there in his own neighborhood.” In fact, this six-block micro-community had already cemented its place in hip hop history years before Nas began recording. This was almost entirely due to Marley Marl, arguably the first truly great hip hop producer.

Born ten years before Nas, Marl was involved in hip hop for a few years before he broke into the history books with MC Shan’s “The Bridge.” Shan, also from Queensbridge, was a member of Marl’s legendary Juice Crew, a group that included early genre clown Biz Markie
and Big Daddy Kane, arguably one of the five greatest rappers ever. Though its programmed drums and elementary cutting render the classic helplessly old-school, the song’s stark tone and boastful presentation were pitch-perfect. Separated from Illmatic’s “Halftime” by nearly ten years, it would not be hard to believe the two songs were made in different centuries (and with the current minimalist retro fads, it might even be hard to determine which came first). Yet both records are easily identified by their youthful exuberance, a level of hubris that can only come with early victories. For Nas and Marl, these victories were achieved in their neighborhood, where each had lived an American life long before they rose to city-wide attention.

“The Bridge” wasn’t just famous because of its natural qualities. Its confrontational account of Queensbridge’s evolution as a hip hop destination was mistaken by Bronx-born KRS-One and his Boogie Down Productions as a claim to hip hop’s overall birthplace. The misunderstanding prompted a back and forth that has gone down in history as the first major hip hop beef, culminating with the first great response record “The Bridge Is Over,” a blistering and brilliant dis record that cemented KRS-One’s reputation as a dominant power in hip hop.

But as the hip hop nation moved on, Nas spent his youngest years in Queensbridge. Though he first followed his jazz-musician father as a trumpet player (Dara would tell The New York Times years later that Nas had been “a little phenom” as a toddler), by the time Nas arrived in Queens he had lost interest. For a short period, Nas, like other New York emcees growing up around the same time, wanted to be a comic book artist, but once he hit double digits the young
artist had found his calling. Nas told Jon Shecter of *The Source* about his awakening:

The first time I heard rap was in my projects. In the park, outside, summertime thing, when I was crazy young. They had them old disco records and shit, cuttin’ that shit up. I witnessed all that shit, the beginning, you kno’m sayin’?

His path was further mapped out for him when, in ninth grade, Nas dropped out of high school. His father had exited the scene a few years earlier, leaving Ann Jones to raise Nas and his brother, Jabari aka Jungle, alone. He had begun smoking weed, doing his thing hard “robbin foreigners take they wallets they jewels and rip they green cards.” He had already started recording informally with his best friend, Will “Ill Will” Graham, who lived upstairs from him, initially under the name Kid Wave. But it wasn’t until a couple years later that things began to really fall together for the emcee.

“I met Large Professor in ’89,” Nas told *The Source*. Still a young man himself, William Mitchell aka Large Professor had begun to develop a notable production career, working with Eric B. and Rakim, Kool G Rap, and putting together his own group, Main Source. The producer was immediately impressed with the young rapper from Queensbridge. 

4 Himself a Queens native, Large Pro would take Nas under his wing, shopping his demo around and inviting him up to the studio during off recording times.

This informal working relationship became official when Main Source’s debut, the undeniable classic *Breaking Atoms* was released in 1991. The record is notable for its quintessential rendition of the New York underground,
displaying upbeat and highly lyrical party music bolstered by the two Canadian emcees Sir Scratch and K-Cut in the same year that NWA released *Efil4-Zaggin* on the other coast. But what allows the record to transcend its genre is Large Professor, who alternately works traditional boom bap tracks and stylized showcases using creative percussion, tweaked brass and strings, and semi-recognizable samples from an almost uniformly deeply soulful record collection. Like Prince Paul’s work on De La Soul’s *Three Feet High and Rising*, Large Professor mapped out a blueprint for sample-heavy hip hop that, due to artistically restrictive copyright laws, would be nearly impossible to recreate today. But *Breaking Atoms* may even be the more intricate of the two, allowing for a level of creativity that the best traditional producers have been reaching for over the past decade.

Apart from a small but loyal following, the record has been largely forgotten, thanks to a few stints of prolonged out-of-print status and a Dr. Dre record that came along the next year called *The Chronic*. But its single, “Live at the BBQ,” is Notonous for featuring a 17-year-old Nas (or Nasty Nas as he was known at the time) in his first recorded appearance. The future mic god is noticeably nervous in the first few bars, but once the bulk of his rhymes spread out over the beat, it’s obvious why his is the lead-off verse. “Street’s disciple my raps are trifle/I shoot slugs from my brain just like a rifle.” “I melt mics ’til the sound waves over/Before steppin’ to me you’d rather step to Jehovah.”

In this and other early rhymes, Nas is uncharacteristically tilted towards shocking punchlines: “Kidnap the president’s wife without a plan/And hangin’ niggas like the Klu Klux
“Klan,” or “slammin’ emcees on cement/Cause verbally, I’m iller than a AIDS patient.” While most of this can be understood through the prism of a young kid having a good time, part of this later abandoned style is undoubtedly Nas being smart as an emcee. As he would tell *Rap Pages* later, “I knew what I had to do if I was gonna rhyme on a ‘Symphony’ jam [a famous crew-style track from Marley Marl and friends]. The only way to catch somebody’s attention is to say the right shit. That’s how you gotta get off on posse cuts.” Either way, it’s a brilliant verse and a fitting debut for the 17-year-old rapper.

If one were to ignore Nas and his standout performance, what’s notable about the song is how conventional its structure is for New York at the time. The scene was focused on crews and simple, rugged beats, thus the posse cuts of which Nas speaks. The concept of these ciphers was simple: stick four or five emcees on top of a driving rhythm and forget about choruses or hooks. It was a formula that would be perfected on Wu Tang’s *Enter the Wu: 36 Chambers*. But before RZA’s wildly skewed vision turned it into a stark defiance of mainstream conventions, it was commercial suicide and creatively a dead end, because the tone was always insular and casual. New York was a traditionalist stronghold trying to put on a show with just beats and rhymes long after the West Coast discovered that if hip hop was going to jump the final hurdle into mainstream dominance, it needed to evolve.

A major part of that evolution was the development of the star emcee, the lone figure at the front of the stage. Nas was a big step in that development, not just because of his obvious
talent, but because he had the strength of a leader provided to him by learning the ropes small scale in his city within a city. It was a birthright that had been bestowed upon a musician’s son that grew up in the breeding grounds of hip hop. It’s no surprise then that when Nas became ready to rule New York, his ascendance to the throne was so effortless.

Yet for a confident and ambitious artist, Nas is remarkably cavalier in interviews about his development as an emcee. Whether it’s in The New York Times or Vibe, he often emphasizes how natural and obvious his decision to enter into active hip hop duty was. It was all around him, he says, or it was what was available to him; oftentimes, he makes it sound like the local factory down the street, as if “my father worked there, my neighbors worked there, I guess it just seemed like I had to work there too.” His development seems so intertwined with his environment that the swagger splashed all over Illmatic seems less like an indication of who Nas is and more of an indication of what defined Queensbridge.

Like GZA of the Wu Tang Clan, another of the most lyrically skilled rappers in history, Nas was initially secretive about his talent, afraid of what other people in the neighborhood might think (GZA, who has a powerful and distinctive style, initially hated his voice; it’s hard to imagine Nas hearing his smooth and smoky delivery and feeling the same way). On “Halftime,” Nas spits “back in ’83 I was an emcee sparkin’/ but I was too scared to grab the mics in the parks and/kick my little raps ‘cause I thought niggas wouldn’t understand/and now in every jam I’m the fuckin’ man.” This last word emphasizes a double meaning for Nas, who in two couplets
had evolved both from outsider to ringleader and from child to adult: man and Man at once.

But such a quick twist of phrases belies the true experience. If Nas’s environment stoked his youthful pretensions, it also gave him the crash course in emotional and spiritual development that millions of inner-city kids are exposed to in every city across the country. “I was just barely 18 and I was already thinking about being retired,” Nas told Vibe magazine on the tenth anniversary of the release of Illmatic.

I saw friends of ours—crackheads who were hustling for us then—being choked to death right in front of us by the police bringing them into their van. I saw my man, may he rest in peace, hustling while his moms smoked right in the next room. He’d hand her shit so she didn’t have to go outside looking for crack and get into trouble.

This kind of an experience is extreme but nevertheless not a unique example, and levels of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder, depression, and drug addiction are relatively high in low-income, underserved black neighborhoods. The latter is obviously and unfairly emphasized, not only because it has negative impacts that extend out of the black community, but also, some would argue, because it is the only way for young black men to profit within their economically depressed communities. As Biggie would famously put it in “Things Done Changed,” “either you’re slinging crack rock, or you’ve got a wicked jump shot.” The Bad Boy philosopher left out his own option, though: hip hop was that real opportunity for young black men to have their voices heard.
In fact, because of hip hop’s influence in the mainstream culture, there is a convincing argument that the inner-city drug trade and its corresponding failed war on drugs is the yin to hip hop’s yang in the American consciousness, with very little else seen from these living communities that contain the full spectrum of life found in any neighborhood. Nas says as much on “Represent” about the two major signifiers of black culture: “somehow the rap game reminds me of the crack game.” These are both the most apparent ways for an ambitious young black man to gain power in their community and beyond. It’s the reason why the genre has become such a powerful and positive tool for the disenfranchised, particularly for those who consciously reject the destructive alternative. In the same article where he declared his soul’s history in Africa, Nas said, “I sit down and write my shit like Clinton is about to call me to the mike. Like I could tell Mr. Rudy Giuliani [New York’s then-mayor], ‘Yo, bitch, fucking bitch-ass nigger.’ Know what I mean? Like when I rap, everyone can hear me.” This is a’ remarkable thing to believe as any twenty-year-old, not to mention one who is a black American from the projects of New York City.

It is this power that hip hop gave Nas, and so many other black artists. The paradox of Nas’s life in Queensbridge was in its ability to convince Nas that he could achieve his naive, youthful dreams, while giving him an intense and, for the average individual, dream-crushing experience, one that by all accounts should have ruined him like so many of his drug-slinging (or drug-taking) brethren. “If I see how Fat Cat [a kingpin from the 80s] did it,” Nas said a few years ago, “if I see how hardcore he was…then you see that one day you’re going to have to be like them, or even stronger than them.” For Nas on “Life’s a Bitch,” that path ends in one of two
ways: “niggas I used to run with is rich or doin’ years in the hundreds.” Instead of following the path, Nas took the road less traveled.

There is every indication that Nas didn’t think of himself as a young man any more when he made *Illmatic*. One song takes a trip down “memory lane,” another fondly remembers his “first piece of ass smokin’ blunts with hash.” In fact, nearly every song finds the twenty-year-old reminiscing over one past triumph or another. After all, if *Illmatic* is about any one thing, it’s about the experience of growing up in Queensbridge, of “runnin’ from cops” and “hangin’ out in front of cocaine spots,” “laughing at baseheads tryin’ to sell some broken amps.”

Yet here is certainly, as numerous reviewers have pointed out, a portrait of the artist as a young black man. On “Halftime” he (responsibly) dodges responsibility: “I won’t plant seeds, don’t need an extra mouth I can’t feed/That’s extra Phillie change, more cash for damp weed.” His intro tells him to “stop fucking around and be a man.” It seems throughout the record like there is no end in sight, yet Nas constantly seems focused on his future and the potential he has to “excel” and “then prevail.” After all, not all is lost when he says he still has time to “switch my motto.”

As Nas has matured and grown as an artist over the nearly two decades since his first appearance on wax, Queensbridge has never been far from his mind, or his pen. This is no surprise in a genre that (over?)values pedigree and roots (not to mention street cred), but it’s notable in Nas’s case because of the significance of his hood and the length of his careen the emcee has been out of his projects now as long as he was in
it. But Nas is forever tied to Queensbridge, not just because it was the place he spent his youth, but because it was the academic experience that forms the basis of everything he says about hip hop, Black America, and, most importantly, himself.

It is most likely a coincidence that the defenders of the first hip hop battle, between KRS-One and Marley Marl, and (arguably) the most famous hip hop battle, between Jay-Z and Nas, would both come from Queensbridge. With the commercial success of Brooklyn and the historical significance of the Bronx, certainly Queens feels stuck in the middle, unable to assert itself as the dominant power it certainly is. Yet this isolation has proven fortuitous at each step of hip hop’s history. Here is where Run DMC felt confident enough to take hip hop national, where Nas was solemnly convinced at 20 years old that the East Coast had not seen its glory days pass it by, where 50 Cent converted street-cred into mall-cred.

It is easy when telling a musician’s story to settle into the conventional narrative. Most of these narratives rely far too much on the origin story. We believe, as a collective audience, that somewhere in an artist’s past is the answer to his talents, the true meaning of his work. Hip hop, because of its obsession with the “before” picture of its stars, depends almost entirely on the origin story. This is, perhaps, why hip hop and comic books go so well together: each depends upon an emotional and life-altering ordeal to create true heroes. So Superman’s exploding planet and Batman’s murdered parents don’t seem so different (metaphorically) from murdered friends and bullets in the jaw.
The story of *Illmatic* just happens to lend itself particularly well to the conventional narrative, not just because Nas grew up in such an important and oft-referenced place, but because the album is essentially about his beginnings. To judge a book by its cover, here is a seven-year-old Nas, superimposed with a picture of Queensbridge; one reviewer said it was as if he literally and metaphorically had the projects on his mind. More likely, he was merging the two images because they were, in his mind, one and the same. Nas was Queensbridge itself, and now he was introducing it to the world, moving product that had been created by years of living out the real-life hip hop origin story.

It’s impossible to know whether Nas would have achieved the same level of success coming out of Brooklyn rather than Queensbridge, a community that gave him a wealth of knowledge in just two decades of life. Certainly such a talent couldn’t have gone undeveloped, but the natural persona Nas presents with an objective eye and a steady pen are at the very least as much nurture as nature. With his performance on “Live at the BBQ,” a very young emcee had proven skilled and experienced well beyond his years. The Bridge was far from over.
Chapter Three
Death/Survival

By the early nineties, New York hip hop was on its last legs. Public Enemy was mired in controversy after Professor Griff’s anti-semitic remarks clouded the release of the classic *Fear of a Black Planet*. Early pioneers like Eric B. and Rakim, Big Daddy Kane, and Run DMC were fading out of public consciousness. The only New York sound gaining any significant mainstream traction seemed to be the Native Tongues’ jazzy and smooth take on the genre, crystalized in A Tribe Called Quest’s *The Low End Theory*, released in 1991.

That year, around the same time MC Hammer and Vanilla Ice reached the top of the charts, NWA released their long-awaited follow-up to their influential and politically charged *Straight Outta Compton*. Named backwards as *Efil4Zaggin* for obvious reasons, the album was the group’s extreme and surrealistic attempt to carry on without their most accomplished lyricist, Ice Cube, who had only recently parted ways and decided to work with Public Enemy’s production team, the Bomb Squad, on his solo debut, *AmeriKKKa’s Most Wanted*.

NWA’s album was also the first major hip hop record to be released in the brave new world created by Soundscan. Because of the new automated reporting system, Billboard no longer had to rely on reports from music stores to find out exactly how much every record sold. The result was a shocking number-one debut for an album studded with gang
rape, frustrated and confrontational violence, and some of the darkest beats and rhymes ever to top the charts, before or since. Quite simply, until that point, no one had known how much money was in Gangsta Rap.

The album’s surprise success set the stage for producer Dr. Dre’s solo debut the next year. *The Chronic’s* mix of smooth choruses and confrontational lyrics was instantly heralded as the new sound of hip hop, and come late ’92, early ’93, there was hardly any room for the east coast in the G-Funk landscape. Certain acts were able to attain moderate success, like Redman, Onyx, and Fu-Schnickens, but outside of hardcore hip hop circles, most New York acts went unheard and completely unrecognized.

Nas was having trouble himself. Most artists view a certain level of exposure as the step towards perpetual success: that guest-starring role on *Law and Order* one day, an Oscar the next. But after his guest appearance on “Live at the BBQ” garnered a little buzz, the harsh realities of the music industry started to sink in. Despite shopping homemade demos around town, Nas was largely MIA in the hip hop community. Still barely known outside his small group of acquaintances, he was seemingly back to square one on his chosen career path. As MC Serch told rap magazine *Grandslam* in 2003, “he was an enigma in hip hop. No one knew how to get in touch with him.”

Serch rose to fame with 3rd Bass, the legendary group best known for featuring one of the first interracial lineups. Like Eminem later, the group would go after any white (and therefore fair game) rappers they could find to skewer, beginning feuds first with the Beastie Boys (over a beef
inherited when they arrived at Def Jam) and then with Vanilla Ice, legitimately if obviously accusing him of stealing and watering down Black culture. However, also like Eminem, Serch was an unusually talented lyricist whose abilities stretched beyond his often comical persona and subject matter. He also had an enormous amount of respect for the craftsmanship and skill required to excel in front of the microphone, so when he heard “Live at the BBQ,” he wanted to meet Nas. “That verse is still one of my favorite verses of all time,” says the emcee over a decade later. “It wasn’t only me, I think everyone wanted to get in touch with him.”

Before he could, the Queensbridge emcee, struggling to make inroads at the various New York labels, suffered a major loss. Nearly a year after his debut with Main Source, on May 23, 1992, Nas’s brother Jungle was shot and his best friend and frequent collaborator, Will “Ill Will” Graham, was murdered. Graham had been attending a party where he was supposedly disrespecting a young girl. When the girl called her friends to come defend her, things escalated, and Graham was shot in the back.

It was a defining moment for Nas, on the cusp of fame, hoping to make his way into the world at large and defy the odds to which Graham would succumb. In ’94, Nas was interviewed in the pioneering hip hop mag Rap Pages by Bobbito, the legendary radio DJ. Bobbito (aka Robert Garcia) had passed on Nas while working A&R at Def Jam because he didn’t think the young rapper, still struggling to break through and make rap a career, was ready. By the time of the interview, Bobbito and Nas had a mutual respect that allowed Nas to feel comfortable to speak freely. Nas’s reflections on Graham
during the interview are a rare personal take on the tragedy from a public figure who is Notonously private:

X equals unknown. I can’t even build on that, that shit is deep. A nigga been with you all your life, since you was young. I grew up in my man Will’s crib. He used to have a big speaker. He’d play records like “White Lines”—that bass line, he’d slow it up and we’d rhyme. He’d cut it up. We used to listen to Awesome Two, Chuck Chillout on 98.7, Mr. Magic on BLS, all the old-school shit. As we heard rappers come out and progress, in our own little world we was making tapes for only us to listen to. As the years went by, we had like little albums, so we was progressing right along with them. Will was my DJ, but he used to rhyme. He used to do everyone’s style that you hear now. He used to just bug and rhyme like B-Real, start wylin’ like Onyx, then slow it up like Rakim. He had crazy styles off the top of his head. I was the one who would sit down and write, so it took me longer “to come up with shit, but we were making tapes. You grow up, we slinging, making a little bit of cash, just the average shit. He got locked up, then he came home and we was blowing up again. Then, boom, the nigga’s gone. I had these pictures of how shit would be when he grew up. How shit would fall into place. The cipher is incomplete now, cuz my man is gone. Even though he’s under, I’m still standing – that’s understanding. Now I go to his crib and his moms is there, and I just feel him. Something that he left there. I look at his clothes, his equipment, his turntables, and I can feel him. So it’s still there. I’m gonna represent and keep it real.

There are few Americans outside of the inner city that, at 20 years old, are confronted with violent death among peers.
According to the Department of Justice, in 1992, the year Graham was murdered, black people were nearly ten times as likely to be victims of homicide as white people. Based on murder rates in the late 90s, when violent crime was at a relatively low point, 15-year-old black males in Washington, D.C. had a staggering 1 in 12 chance of being murdered by the time they were 45, while white males during the same time frame had a probability of 1 in 345. Even black teenage males in neighboring Brooklyn, with the lowest inner-city murder rate in the country, had a 1 in 53 chance of being murdered.

These statistics are well-known but rarely understood, particularly in discussions of hip hop that take place outside of the environment in which they are more than numbers and concepts. Most cursory coverage of the music in the main-stream press is limited to the cavalier attitude with which death and murder is treated, ironically (but not coincidentally) mirroring the style of hip hop which receives the most attention from mainstream outlets such as commercial radio stations, MTV, and major record labels. This forms a simplistic narrative about “gangsta rap” with which to damn the entire genre, while simultaneously wrapping it up in a neat, rebellion-ready starter kit for the young masses. But the real, more complex story is one of serious but understandable contradiction. While there is certainly a great deal of violent and masculine posturing in hip hop, it is balanced with a deep reverence for the dead, the constant presence of those who have passed, and a strong if commercially muted commitment to ending the cycle of violence.
This seeming hypocrisy is one of the fundamental building blocks of hip hop. Some rappers faced with the violent culture forced upon them and their neighbors take to extremes. Legendary rapper KRS-One, who spearheaded the hip hop-based Stop the Violence Movement, began his career with his group Boogie Down Production’s debut record *Criminal Minded*. The album included the track “9mm Goes Bang,” with the line “He reached for his pistol but it was just a waste/ ‘Cause my 9 millimeter was up against his face/He pulled his pistol anyway and I filled him full of lead.” Just an album later, faced with the murder of his DJ/Producer Scott La Rock, KRS released *By Any Means Necessary*, with the single “Stop the Violence.” More often, usually driven by the threat of lost record sales and radio play, rappers refuse to learn from these events and furiously hold on to the hyper-violent persona of the successful ghetto superstar.

Nas walks the thin line between the two extremes. He can speak passionately about his fallen comrades, and yet on record, he might write a song where he receives a call about the location of an enemy and then goes to hunt him down and kill him. But even more mystifying is the casual violence matched up with the destruction it causes in one song. On “NY State of Mind,” Nas describes in first person shooting up his opponents: “Lead was hitting niggas, one ran, I made him backflip.” But this soldier-like narration drains of confidence in the next line when he realizes his actions have consequences: “Heard a few chicks scream, my arm shook, couldn’t look.” To the listener, this lack of omniscient judgment is confusing. Nas has put himself in the first person in his story, and created a situation in which he is doing something he seems to regret.
But the point of Nas’s work is not to judge, but to represent. Often associated with gangs or a neighborhood, representing is used in the literal sense in the case of *Illmatic*. There is little perspective on the record because there is no room to stand back in Nas’s Queensbridge. On the song “Represent” he opens by saying, “Straight up shit is real and any day could be your last in the jungle.” This is simply a depiction of the only life the rapper knows.

For attentive listeners, this is the best way to gain insight into the experience. From Biggie admitting “sometimes I hear death knocking at my front door” to Talib Kweli talking about “cities where making 21’s a big accomplishment,” rappers have taken the place of reporters who have long ago moved on to fresher and more popular stories. When Nas says “I woke early on my born day, I’m 20, it’s a blessing/the essence of adolescence leaves my body now I’m fresh and/my physical frame is celebrated cause I made it/one quarter through life, some Godly like thing created,” he’s not just happy it’s his birthday.

For these artists, the paradox is not their warring affinity towards violence and revulsion of its impact—which are simply two sides of their overall reality—but their very survival. The culture of guns and death is their existence, and they know better than anyone their chances of making it out alive. As Nas’s once-rival Jay-Z said, “this is the life I chose, or rather the life that chose me.” Their only choice is to hope to be the last one standing. In this sense, rappers who rap about death while preaching against violence are not walking contradictions, but existential contradictions, in that they are still walking.
It’s not the triumph of his own survival or the numerous shout-outs to his fallen friend over the course of *Illmatic* that have the most impact on the listener. The album is packed with the paranoid, desperate, harrowing experiences of an average resident trying to last another day. There’s the stomping claustrophobia of “N.Y. State of Mind,” where he maintains “I never sleep, ‘cause sleep is the cousin of death,” and “One Love’s” emotional confession of a frustrated man telling his incarcerated friend “it kinda makes me want to murder, for real-a/I’ve even got a mask and gloves to bust slugs for one love.” The struggle portrayed is the seemingly endless and unwinnable race against the inevitability of death.

Instead of bogging him down, the constant reminder of death seems to have made Nas more resolute. AZ, in his guest appearance on “Life’s a Bitch,” says as much about the quest for survival: “even though we know somehow we all gotta go/ but as long as we leavin’ thievin’ we’ll be leavin’ with some kinda dough, so/until that day we expire and turn to vapors/ me and my capers, will be somewhere stackin’ plenty papers/ keeping it real, packing steel gettin’ high/’cause life’s a bitch and then you die.” It’s in stark contrast to Nas’s pensive and somber description of sitting in his friend’s room, surrounded by all of his things, frustrated by a future that will never come. Yet even then he thinks of representing—his hood, his friends, his talents—and keeping it real. “He’s under, I’m still standing.” Violence and a call for peace, lost friends and passing time, death and survival. Without each, there would be no understanding.

Death is a constant presence in Nas’s work, from his first verse to his recent Notonous statement/album title/marketing ploy *Hip Hop is Dead*. The multiple threads weave the
passing of actual people in with ideas, movements, and even music. He seems to fulfill the meaning of his name by taking up the cause of protecting the latter, viewing himself as willing to make the ultimate sacrifice for hip hop when no one else wants to—or even can. On his recent remixes of “Where Are They Now,” Nas revives hip hop stars from the 80s and 90s like Jesus brought back Lazarus, hoping to save hip hop’s history to strengthen its future.

Elsewhere, Nas is more literally focused on death, particularly murder. On It Was Written, his follow-up to Illmatic, he personifies a gun on the emotional and brilliant “I Gave You Power.” In the climax of the song, he jams on his owner in a courageous moment of rebellion against the purpose that has been forced upon him, the purpose to take life (“My creation was for Blacks to kill Blacks,” he says). But the gun is quickly picked up by someone else, certain to be used in subsequent killings. The song shivers from mournful piano chords and weeping strings, stuck in a cycle of violence and death that seems inescapable. It’s a quiet moment of anger and compassion, producing an unspoken connection between one death—Will, the protagonist’s owner, or any black man—and the survival of not only those around them, but the ideas that sent them to their graves.

Nas would eventually name his record label after Ill Will, and he has never stopped talking about him. For the cynical outside viewer, this is no different than name-checking his Queensbridge upbringing, a street-cred ploy, the badge he carries with him to get a free pass when younger, hungry emcees come after Nas (a self-confessed homebody) and his commitment to the rugged lifestyle. But listening to him talk about his experience outside of the jaded mindset would quiet
even the most antagonistic critic. Nas, an infinitely talented emcee with little need for a mythology, gained very little in May, 1992. But he did, just before his career broke wide open, lose a friend.

The universe does have a way of balancing out. A few months later, for however short a period of time, Nas would gain a vital friend in MC Serch. “I didn’t actually track him down,” Serch recalls. “I was in the studio working on my solo album [Return of the Product], and Stretch Armstrong and Reef, who were A&R at Atlantic at the time, brought a bunch of emcees. I was with Red Hot Lover Tone 5 and Chubb Rock in the studio, and Reef and Stretch brought Nas, Akinyele, and Percee P to spit on ‘Back to the Grill Again.’ The end result was a posse cut similar to Nas’s wax-debut “Live at the BBQ.” His presence is noticeably different though. Unlike the earlier cut, where Nas had seemed anxious but confident, this less-remembered Nas persona is gruff and forceful. Though his voice is still instantly recognizable, the 17–year-old is playing with his voice, trying to stand on his toes to measure up to the adults in the room. The result is a deeper, gravelly snarl of a delivery, uncomfortably matched with Nas’s usual flow. It’s a rare opportunity to see a future great experimenting with approaches, but it would be more satisfying if he hadn’t already nailed his persona in his first and only previous attempt.

There are still huge connections between Nas’s first two posse-style appearances. The emcee remains focused on shock, claiming he’s “waving automatic guns at nuns.” He keeps a Tec-9 in his dresser and he’s a “serial killer that works by the phone book.” Just months after his friend was
killed, Nas puts forth violent tales of murder and death. Yet unlike hyper-violent, shock-heavy records like the above-mentioned *Efil4-Zaggin*, or the more realistic assaults of *Ready to Die*, these dark fantasies are purposefully so over the top as to be totally divorced from reality. It may still carry a certain flippancy about death, but considering Nas was still a teenager, these are very typical subjects and styles.

It’s a quick 12-bar verse, half the length of his last appearance, but with the exception of a few witty lines from Serch himself, Nas steals the song. At the recording, the young rapper reached out to more experienced Serch. Highly impressed with Nas’s flow, Serch was happy to listen. “Nas ended up staying behind…and then sat down with me and said ‘Atlantic is offering me a deal, I don’t really feel comfortable about the deal, I need your help,’” says Serch. “and I said Well, it would be an honor to help you.’ So I signed Nas over to Serchlite as an artist, and went to Columbia and went to see
Faith Newman. I said I got Nas as an artist and we’re looking for a deal. And she didn’t let me leave the building until we had a deal in place.”

Though Newman did, in fact, jump at the chance to sign Nas (whom she had already been looking to sign, once she tracked him down), the path did meet an early, infamous bump in the road. Def Jam’s Russell Simmons got the first look, but passed. “Russell’s famous line to me was ‘Mas sounds like [Kool] G Rap and G Rap don’t sell no records, so why would I sign a rapper that doesn’t sell no records?’ So I was like, well, I did the loyalty thing, I took it to my guy first and he passed. And I went on and went about my way.”
While Nas readied early tracks for his eventual debut, Serch continued to provide Nas with opportunities. After his own record was completed, Serch was given the task of compiling artists for the soundtrack to an urban interracial love story called Zebrashead. The emcee turned music supervisor had supposedly originally wanted the lead role, a great rumor that Serch himself confirmed is not at all true, but it went instead to a young Michael Rapaport, making his big-screen debut. Though the movie received generally solid reviews, its low budget and unfortunate fate of following Spike Lee’s similarly themed (if almost totally different) jungle Fever guaranteed it would be quickly forgotten.

On the soundtrack, Nas would get his first opportunity to present a solo track, surrounded by fellow unknowns and a few moderate-sized names like MC Breed and old-schooler Kool Moe Dee. Produced by Large Professor, “Halftime” was the chance for Nas to stretch out over multiple verses. The results were so good that Serch decided to release it as the lead single from the soundtrack, despite featuring a minimalist chorus that consists of the emcee repeating “It’s halftime” over and over.

As far as the Illmatic era is concerned, “Halftime” may be Nas’s most spectacular display of raw talent. Sixty-four bars broken up by two simple choruses, the song weaves together Nas’s strongest abilities: mic boasting, street stories, and snap-quick metaphors. Its title serves as an accurate midway point on Nas’s eventual debut, but it’s also a fitting description of the bridge between the rapper’s early style and what would be presented to the world a year and a half later on Illmatic.
Still present is the shock rapper that “went to hell for snuffing Jesus.” Here he’s “putting hits on 5-0/’Cause when it’s my time to go, I’ll wait for God with the fo-fo.” He’s also got the same sharp wit, claiming “you couldn’t catch me in the streets without a ton of reefer/that’s like Malcolm X catchin’ the jungle fever” and “I’m as ill as a convict who kills for phone time.” His flow is smooth and fast: he’s back to relying on his own cadence, and it suits him perfectly.

But there’s no trace of nervousness here. In fact, this may be the most confident track Nas has ever done, even more brazen than “Hate Me Now.” His status on the mic is his main focus. “I’m an ace when I face the bass.” “When I attack there ain’t an army that can strike back/So I react never calmly on the hype track.” “These are the lyrics of the man, you can’t near it, understand/’cause in the streets I’m well-known like the numbers man.” “Cause when I blast the herb, that’s my word/I’ll be slayin’ ’em fast, doin’ this, that, and the third.”

And here is the thoughtful Nas, casually tossing off gems of insight into his life and times. “I used to hustle—now all I do is relax and strive.” “I used to watch C.H.I.P.’s, now I load glock clips.” “I won’t plant seeds, don’t need an extra mouth I can’t feed.” At the end, he shouts out his fallen friend: “III Will rest in peace.”

The single would generate enough buzz to get hip hop fans, especially in New York, excited about Nas’s prospects. Here was a hot new artist that had a major-label record deal, a great producer in Large Professor, and a savvy executive producer in MC Serch. Yet, like so many records delayed and perfected, Illmatic wouldn’t be released for another two years.
The lost time between Nas’s signing and his debut was a turbulent time for hip hop. Though The Chronic would dominate the year, the East Coast rose from its would-be death bed thanks to two albums from groups. The Wu Tang Clan’s Enter the Wu: 36 Chambers created a new mythology and collective format that countless groups have attempted to imitate since, while Black Moon’s Enta Da Stage proved that there was still a place for hardcore New York hip hop in the marketplace. DJ Premier made one of his best beats with Jeru the Damaja’s “Come Clean,” while Q-Tip’s group A Tribe Called Quest produced their second straight classic with Midnight Marauders. Like Nas, the East Coast would survive to fight another day.

Still only 18, Nas’s path towards signed artist and into having an actual major-label release seems both easy and oversimplified. Like most hip hop musicians, his pre-release schedule was littered with delayed release dates, half-successes, and various street and label politics that are better saved for a gossip column (or, in the case of Nas’s ex-girlfriend and mother of his daughter, Carmen Bryan, a trashy tell-all memoir). Stories of Puffy storming into Columbia’s offices claiming to represent Nas and of the various ups and downs of Serch, who would go on to executive produce Illmatic, and his relationship with his client largely fall by the wayside when viewed from the distance that the passing of time has afforded us.

But one thing that shouldn’t be forgotten in the story is that Nas was still a very young man, struggling with the pressures of growing up, making a full-length record, and becoming a father (Bryan would become pregnant in ’93) all at the same
time. There are hundreds, if not thousands, of musicians who have been signed to record deals, only to see their potential drift away before they released a single recording. Nas had overcome the obstacles in his path growing up one wrong turn from self-destruction. His struggle to survive in hip hop was just beginning.
Chapter Four
Individual/Community

In her review of *Illmatic*, published in the *Village Voice*, Selwyn Seyfu Hinds positioned Nas as the potential savior of New York hip hop. “Artistically, commercially, and socially, crews affirm the value of community and offer a motivational blueprint,” she wrote of the dominant format in contemporary New York rap, “but hip hop has always had a love affair with the soloist.” Preparing her audience for a new era in rap hardly seemed out of the question, as this level of expectation was shared by people throughout the New York hip hop community. Nas was the rapper that would bring New York into the 90s.

One of the most prevalent narrative threads in hip hop is the evolution from what was a music genre created by disc jockeys, the faceless puppeteers guiding the crowd, into a rock-style lead-vocalist system. The music took a back seat to the poetry and (more often) the persona of the man (or, very rarely, woman) with the mic in his hand. It started by turning MCs into the focus, and culminated with the elimination of groups within the past ten years. In the early to mid 90s, the number of hip hop groups was huge and expanding rapidly, particularly in New York. These days, with the exception of a few collectives and labels around the industry, it’s hard to name any group that’s made any kind of significant impact. Clipse? Three 6 Mafia? Certainly not the Ying Yang Twins (say it ain’t so). Outkast and Wu Tang (who are both
suffering from internal conflict) seem like leftovers from another time completely.

This transition was inevitable in the long run, not just because people gravitate towards vocals but because it was vital to ensuring the genre’s success in the mainstream market. This was the power America looks for in its stars: the man at the front of stage, standing alone, leading the musicians, ruling the crowd. In the early nineties, West Coast rappers like Tupac, Ice Cube, and Snoop Doggy Dogg were starting to understand this better than anyone. The transition from neighborhood crew to lone gangster sitting on top of the world had begun.

With the culture of community still very much alive in New York, it would have seemed as if the record Nas released in April, 1994 was his and his alone. With other voices limited to sixteen bars, a repeated chorus, and the occasional sample or offhand comment, the story of Illmatic is, in a very real sense, an individual’s journey through his own psyche and his, own personal experience. The album plays into the rap-star narrative just as strongly as it does the poor-kid-made-artist one.

But like everything about the record, this simplified take masks the real story behind Illmatic. With the exception of “Life’s a Bitch,” each song on the album is a true collaboration between two people. Those pairings are an indication of the resources Nas drew on within the New York hip hop community. Pete Rock, who produced “The World Is Yours,” had already established himself as a powerhouse with what many New York underground fans consider the greatest
beat of all time, “T.R.O.Y. (They Reminisce Over You),” off his 1992 album *Mecca and the Soul Brother* with emcee/partner C.L. Smooth. Q-Tip, who produced “One Love,” was, as mentioned before, one of the core members of the already legendary A Tribe Called Quest. DJ Premier, who, like Large Professor, contributed three beats to the finished product, was a well-established producer across hip hop, in particular with his own established pairing with emcee Guru as Gang Starr.

Until *Illmatic*, hip hop records were generally the product of one producer working with a group to implement their musical vision. This was partially a holdover from the era where DJs/producers were the bigger stars (it’s Eric B and Rakim, not Rakim and Eric B). But hip hop’s ascent to the top of the pop charts pumped so much money into the recording process that it has made freelance producing, where beats routinely go for six figures within the a-list marketplace, seriously viable. More importantly, this kind of approach to record making was legitimized and encouraged by the response *Illmatic* received from influential tastemakers. Combining producers like those mentioned above on a single album was enough to generate major heat all by itself. Instead of viewing the album as an individual personal statement, many New York advocates thought of the record more in the way the Wu Tang described themselves on *Enter the Wu* a year earlier: a real-life Voltron, powerful individuals that come together into one unstoppable being—only this time, Nas is the head.

Unlike modern-day major releases, however, *Illmatic’s* beats were not presented to Nas without context. In fact, as Nas would tell Vibe, with the exception of Pete Rock, whom Nas visited in his Mount Vernon home, “every other producer had
come to me, to Queensbridge, to get to know me. It was like, ‘Yo, come out here with us while we run some errands, or just hang out at a girl’s house and smoke blunts, or just drink and talk.’ These were the guys that came to really feel where I was corning from.” The result was a Nas that drew on community (in the hip hop sense) talent sources to most convincingly portray an individual’s experience.

The year Nas spent recording *Illmatic*, which began with the recording of the original version of first single “It Ain’t Hard to Tell,” and ended with the last-minute switched beat on “Represent,” consisted of this effort, mixed with a lot of youthful procrastination and honing of rhymes, though little wasted tape. Despite Nas’s reputation *post-Illmatic* for leaving scores of unreleased also-ran album cuts in his wake, only one track was left off of his debut, the Large Professor-produced “I’m a Villain.”

That track starts with lines soon to be stuck in the middle of the second verse of “NY State of Mind.” The overall effect is a glance into Nas’s mindset as a man struggling with his place as an artist. Over a massive rolling bassline that could have laced your average golden-age De La Soul record, Nas lays out his case for Lex Luthor status. Then, on the second verse, he gets political.

*I got beef with the president, and still loving it*

*Trying to make plans to overthrow the government.*

*It won’t work, cause niggas don’t believe enough*

*They’d rather stand on the corners and receive a cuff*
Around they wrist, you don’t like the sound of this

Rebel, but my country doesn’t want me

They’d rather hunt me but you’ll never catch us all

While you’re fuckin’ with the dealers we’ll be sticking up the malls

Unless you count the aimless “kidnap the president’s wife without a plan,” this is the first time Nas directly addresses the government at large. He argues against his own ability as an individual to initiate change within his community (defined in the narrowest sense as street hoods), and then uses that same inability within his own people—“they’d rather stand on the corners and receive a cuff”—against the system that is holding them down: “you’ll never catch us all.” He has efficiently shot down his individual goals and relented to his community’s anarchic power in eight bars.

Though Nas (the rapper/the person) is the individual that stands with/against social constructs in Illmatic, these communities are a constantly shifting, expanding, and contracting series of groups. New York hip hop heads and his own Queensbridge peers are his most direct influences, but he hardly stays local and underground on the record. After all, one song finds him owning the world. The first non-sampled words on the record come from Nas’s friend and future rapper Cormega interacting with the mainstream: “what the fuck is this bullshit on the radio, son?” Though he qualifies his audience at the beginning of “Memory Lane,” it’s hardly an exclusive club: “I rap for listeners, blunt heads, fly ladies and
prisoners, Henessey holders and old school niggas.” Through it all, Nas remains in the first person.

Nas’s insular persona clashes with his universal presentation throughout the record, in even the most elementary regard; that is, after all, one child doing battle with an entire housing project for sole rights to the cover. It extends to the tracklisting as well. Though each song can sometimes seem exclusive to New York, Queens, Queensbridge, or one block of the projects, every tide on the album has a universal connotation, or at least some other meaning related to the overall American culture: The Genesis. N.Y. State of Mind. Life’s a Bitch. The World Is Yours. Halftime. Memory Lane. One Love. One Time 4 Your Mind. Represent. It Ain’t Hard to Tell. Rappers have made songs with rallying-cry titles like “Fuck the Police” and seemingly bizarre leftfield titles like “A Rollerskating Jam Named ‘Saturdays,’” which respectively flail around in thoughtless rebellion or jest without proper context. Each of the titles Nas uses to describe his specific experience on his specific block evokes a different but immediate association for every person that hears it, before they even press play.

Yet the album is called Illmatic, a word which few people had ever heard before. Like everything in his past Nas seems to have a different answer every time someone asks him about it, defining the word in many different ways, ranging from “beyond ill” or “the ultimate,” to a simple descriptive term for the music he and his crew listened to in the projects. He has often referenced a friend named Illmatic Ice who was serving time when the record was released. But one thing it seems he hasn’t pointed out is that the word had in fact been used previously on record, by Queensbridge emcee Tragedy on
Marley Marl’s 1988 compilation *In Control Vol. 1.* "The rap automatical, the rhymatical," the emcee raps, "forget ill, I get illmatical." Nas had certainly heard the song. Not only were both of the song’s creators from Queensbridge, but Nas has often cited Tragedy as an early influence. The older emcee even recounted in one interview a story about Nas telling him that he learned to put a slash after each line by reading Tragedy’s rhymes over his shoulder as he wrote.

Still, this minor reference hardly detracts from the fact that here was a new word being introduced to the general populace, immediately alienating a large portion of the public which must have simply felt (and still does today) that this album cannot be for them if they don’t even understand the title. He essentially achieved what Raekwon of Wu Tang would go for a year later without actually naming the record *Only Built 4 Cuban Linx* (a term for tough street-level gangsters). Of course, the irony of this—one most rappers fully understand—is that once the average individual outsider does understand these insider references, they feel like they are a part of the community. Like the music contained within it, the tide of *Illmatic* might be initially alienating for those who did not experience what Nas has experienced. But in their mind once that key is turned, like entry into an exclusive club, a simple effort will unveil an overlooked world to the patient visitor, a world other still-excluded members of their own communities will never get to see.

For most reviewers, that world was rich with vision, skill, and excitement. *Illmatic* was not a record that needed time to build to a critical consensus; here was one community that embraced the Nasty kid from Queens. After an enormous amount of buzz and features in everything from major
magazines like *Vibe* to underground zines like *The Flavor*, *Illmatic* still managed to receive universally glowing reviews. *Rolling Stone*, still barely jumping on the hip hop bandwagon—and then, reluctantly—nevertheless had rap journalist Touré give the album four stars, calling it “a rose stretching up between cracks in the sidewalk, calling attention to its beauty, calling attention to the lack of it everywhere else.” Even *Time* magazine joined the fray, insisting to its mainstream readers that “Nas isn’t a gangsta rapper,” and “despite the subject matter, most of the songs are leisurely paced, with amiable melodies.”

The one review that mattered, however, is certainly the one that gave out the most famous rating in hip hop history. *Illmatic* received a five mic rating from the then-untouchable *Source* magazine. Started in 1988 by David Mays and Jon Shecter, the newsletter-turned-magazine quickly became the dominant voice of hip hop journalism. Though its star has fallen about as far as it could in the past decade, the magazine was, at the time, the lone respected outlet for hip hop that was also viewed as a legitimate source (no pun intended) by true hip hop fans. It’s difficult to overestimate the impact of receiving five out of five mics, the first such rating given to any new release by the magazine since its then-editor Reginald Dennis put a moratorium on them, when evaluating the reputation of the album within the hip hop community.

The rating did not come without its share of controversy. Only two years previous, Dr. Dre’s *The Chronic*, a universally acclaimed record, received 4.5 mics, despite (no joke) essentially redefining the cultural landscape in young America. So when *Illmatic*, arguably the definition of New York hip hop, received the maximum rating, many fans who
had often criticized the magazine for favoring the East Coast over the West pointed to the rating as confirmation of this bias.

But really, the bias came from one man, Source co-founder Jon Shecter. In a comprehensive interview with hiphopdx.com, Dennis told the story:

I only gave one 5 under my watch and it went to Nas’s *Illmatic*. It was the only time I ever broke the no 5 rule. Jon Shecter had gotten his hands on the album like eight months before it was scheduled to drop. And just like I was with *The Chronic* a few months earlier, Jon didn’t let the tape out of his sight. Not only that, but he constantly raved about it. Everyday…Everyday, Jon was like, “yo, this album is 5 mics—seriously, Reg, 5 mics. ….”

I’m just happy that *Illmatic* is universally acclaimed as a classic, so no one can accuse me of dropping the ball. But really, Jon Shecter made that call from the jump and he deserves all of the credit for his foresight.

The actual review was written by Minya Oh under the nom de plume Shorty, 8 and it’s a great window into the critical community’s reaction to the album. The first thing immediately noticeable about the review is that, like essentially every other review about *Illmatic* in publications like *Vibe, Spin, Rolling Stone*, and *The New York Times*, it mentions Snoop Doggy Dogg’s *Doggystyle* in the first paragraph.

Released six months before Nas’s record, the 21-year-old Snoop’s debut follow-up to his standout, frequent guest
appearances on *The Chronic* had totally dominated MTV and radio (particularly the former, with the snoop-to-dog morphing video for “Who Am I? (What’s My Name?)” receiving nearly back-to-back treatment). Aside from the fact that both rappers were black men from the inner city in their early twenties who had smooth voices and a particular affinity for weed, there was little the two emcees shared. That nearly every reviewer would feel the need to contextualize their response to *Illmatic* within the frame of West Coast G-Funk is a reminder of just how pervasive the style was within the hip hop world and the music community as a whole.

But unlike other reviewers, Shorty is dismissive of *Doggystyle*, claiming “many of us in the hip hop core had our eye on a different prize—*Illmatic*.” She goes on to say, “I must maintain that this is one of the best hip hop albums I have ever heard” and “if you can’t at least appreciate the value of Nas’ poetical realism, then you best get yourself up out of hip hop.” But she hints at the core appeal of the album in the brief 500-word review when she says,

Nas’ images remind me of personal memories and people, both passed and present…All this may sound like melodrama but it’s not just me. I’ve been hearing similar responses all over. While “Memory Lane” is my shit, my homies claim “The World is Yours,” and if you’ve got peoples doing time, then “One Love” may hit you the hardest.

This is where Nas’s personal statement—the reflection of his twenty years alive and how they have shaped his world-view—becomes the collective possession of so many different people. It’s how *Time* magazine can call *Illmatic* a
“wake up call to his listeners” while a review in the Oliver Wang-edited *Classic Material* can call it “nihilistic.”

Nas’s reality was full of the tireless struggle against systemic power. There is a constant police presence on the record and a picture of housing police in the CD’s liner notes. His years-long search for a record contract was the mission of one rapper hoping to be heard by the massive, seemingly faceless music industry. There’s also a struggle against a higher power, fighting to survive, fighting for meaning. On “One Love,” he’s even fighting against his home, struggling for his sanity:

So I be ghost from my projects

Take my pen and pad for the week and hittin’ L’s while I’m sleeping

A two-day stay, you may say I need the time alone

To relax my dome, no phone, left the 9 at home.

You see the streets have me stressed something terrible

Fuckin’ with the corners have a nigga up in Bellevue

And that’s where Nas finds his ultimate internal struggle on *Illmatic*, because the album finds Nas in a position where he must choose between defining himself as the individual he desires to be and staying true to the community that nurtured him and made him the man he was on the day the record was released. The conflict between Nas’s perception of himself and the world’s, whether it be hip hop’s world, journalism’s
world, or America’s world, is essentially insignificant to an artist like Nas. But his internal conflict, that of a man who must fight to define his individuality on his own terms, is created by the pressures of those worlds.

Nas is not exploiting Queensbridge on *Illmatic* in order to leave it, but the nagging hypocrisy between the glorification of a struggling community (simply by shining a light on it) and the honest and basic desire of any intelligent ambitious individual to leave that same place has tailed every rapper since realism and hood-repping crept into the music. Nas acknowledged this struggle in 2004 when he said,

I listen to [*Illmatic*] and it makes me say, “wow, this is what a young man was going through in this society. He’s not bragging about carrying a gun. He’s not bragging about selling crack. He’s not bragging ‘cause he’s been through Hell, he’s going through Hell and he’s expressing it.’ I feel sorry for that young man that I was at 17 years old. I feel sorry for him, and I also feel happy for him that he made it.

Nas most likely means “made it” in the most general way here. By the decade-anniversary mark of his first album, the rapper had already released seven albums that reached platinum status, met his soon-to-be wife, and raised a daughter. But he’s also saying he made it out of the ghetto, he made it out of adolescence, and finally, he made it out of the cycle of oppression and destruction that so many of his friends could not escape.

*Illmatic*, then, is an album about the fundamental questions of youth, the process by which a boy or girl takes in the good and bad, beautiful and ugly, passion and indifference, triumph
and failure of a community and uses all of it to make the decisions that inform their identity as an individual. The following three chapters are an exploration of the album as a blow-by-blow account of this experience, with Nas as the protagonist constantly pushing back against the pitfalls of his journey, bravely declaring “life is parallel to Hell, but I must maintain.” Here was the boy, becoming a man, becoming a king, becoming a prophet. Nas would mature on his own. If New York hip hop wanted to come along, that was fine with him.
Chapter Five
Fantasy/Reality

“And you’re sitting at home doing this shit? I should be honored a medal for this. Stop fucking around and be a man. There ain’t nothing out here for you.”

“Yes there is. This.”

_Illmatic_ opens with an exchange between Zoro and his older brother Hector from _Wild Style_, the independent hip hop film made during 1981 and 1982. Made with mostly amateur actors, and featuring contemporary hip hop icons, most notably Grandmaster Flash cutting up records in the kitchen, the film was the first opportunity for the culture to introduce itself on the big screen. Consequently, it’s been sampled frequently by acts ranging from the Beastie Boys to Cypress Hill, but no sample is as famous as _Illmatic_’s opening lines.

Zoro is a graffiti artist, so when he says “this,” he is gesturing towards his bedroom wall, filled with his own tags and artwork. But it could just as easily be turntables, records, or—as in the appropriated context of the introduction to Nas’s album—books filled with rhymes. Hip hop in both Zoro’s life and Nas’s life is their escape from reality. Hector is home from boot camp, waiting in his bedroom with a gun trained on the window that Zoro climbs through: their lives are both clearly full of confrontations with the reality that surrounds them. What they have chosen to do is what separates them, and Hector clearly feels his decision is the more mature one.
This battle, between two brothers from a struggling family, goes hand in hand with the battle of *Illmatic*. Here is the immediate rush that comes with the realization that you are no longer as young as you once were, that you must make the decisions that will affect the rest of your life, that now is the time to “stop fucking around and be a man.” Zoro has retreated into his own imagination; his reality is wrapped up in fantasy, splashed in bright colors across train cars and bedroom walls. Hector has offered up his body in the ultimate sacrifice, because he believes the only option in his reality to make it out of the neighborhood is to join the military. Like these two conflicting worldviews, the record is about surviving, about getting out, but it’s also about retaining the energy that pulses through the intro, holding onto the dreams of youth.

“N.Y. State of Mind,” the first real song on the record, sets up Nas’s battle with his perception of self-potential, his fantasy of a better tomorrow, and the reality around him. In the first verse, his steps are careful and deliberate. He depicts a war zone. “I’m suited up in street clothes/hand me a nine and I’ll defeat foes.” He twists humor out of dark situations. ‘On the corner bettin’ Grants with the cee-lo champs/laughin’ at baseheads tryin’ to sell some broken amps

He slows into the chorus with two couplets that are vintage Nas:

It drops deep, as it does in my breath

I never sleep, ‘cause sleep is the cousin of death

Beyond the walls of intelligence, life is defined
I think of crime, when I’m in a New York state of mind

Here Nas tightens the battle between fantasy and reality. In the third bar here, Nas argues that the safe place he has created in his head to develop himself as a person is nothing without his surroundings. Life is not you; it is the moment when you confront everything around you. And though never sleeping has immediate implications of nervousness and constant vigil, the line digs deeper than that. When you sleep, you dream, and dreaming here is equated with failing to survive the daily struggle.

Still, Nas begins the second verse by admitting that he’s “havin’ dreams that I’m a gangster, drinkin’ Moets, holdin’ Tec’s” and carries on for three more bars before dropping back down to earth. “But just a nigga,” he says, “walkin’ with a finger on the trigger.” If you only listen casually, you might miss it. After all, his brags of “investments in stocks” and “winnin’ gunfights with mega cops” sound natural in today’s oversized kingpin battles.

It only makes more sense when you realize these two sections—one of fantasy, the other of reality—were actually two separate pieces from demo songs Nas had recorded. The reality side of the combination begins “I’m a Villain,” the early Nas record. The fantasy comes from “Just Another Day in the Projects,” which stretches the dream out into a full verse (“but on my head was a price/I make the bad guys in Miami Vice looks nice.”). In the second verse, he wakes up and realizes he passed out watching Scarface, the Brian DePalma-helmed gangster epic that has become iconic in the hip hop community. He proceeds to document his real life,
“just another day in the projects,” which involves his far more familiar brushes with the law and trips to the store for phillies.

This section of “N.Y. State of Mind” is conceptually similar to the structure of “Just Another Day in the Projects.” But by making the division more subtle and, for his protagonist, more jarring by removing the chorus break, the emotional impact is stronger, and the contradiction between his fantasy and his reality more apparent. It forces a more powerful reaction when his inability to reconcile who he is in his mind with who he is “beyond the walls of intelligence” breeds anger and stress that boils up until it explodes. “Whenever frustrated I’m a hijacked Delta,” he says.

The cinematic qualities of “N.Y. State of Mind” are clear, with scenes sweeping through building lobbies and hallways mixed with vivid dreams of glamor and violence. Even without Wild Style’s front-and-center nod, it’s obvious that Nas loves film. He begins “One Time 4 Your Mind” by explaining “when I’m chillin’, I grab the bhudda, get my crew to buy beers and watch a flick, illin’ and root for the villain.” Not even one verse into the record the first reference to Scarface pops up when Nas says he’s “like Scarface sniffin’ cocaine holdin’ a M-16.” The film is referenced again with the title of “The World Is Yours,” a rallying cry for Al Pacino’s soon-to-be kingpin (ironically, Nas watches the non-violent leader Gandhi’s biopic in the first line of the song).

Art would imitate art in the other direction four years later, when Nas starred in Hype Williams’s Belly. The film is a complex challenge to the violence and self-destruction of the Black community it depicts, yet the stylized camera work is
so beautiful that it is hard to look away when even the most disturbing events are displayed, severely lessening the film’s impact. In a side scene, Nas’s character Sincere visits an old housing project where there is a twelve-year-old boy simply referred to as “Shorty.” Though the conversation is not, exactly the same, this scene is essentially adapted from the third verse of “One Love,” thirty-six bars that are arguably Nas’s greatest moment on *Illmatic*.

It’s not surprising that Williams would want to pull the tone and style of this verse into a movie. The words are undoubtedly beautiful, but Nas uses setting, dialogue, and visual cues like a filmmaker crafts a scene. Williams saw more in it, as he explained to Vibe: “I wanted to include it in the movie because it represented everything I wanted to say about youth culture and its relationship to rap music. These aren’t just lyrics that these guys write; they are a part of something bigger.”

This indicates that what Williams heard in the verse was something akin to Dr. Frankenstein meeting his monster, but Nas seems to be angling for something less about his art form and more about his environment. Placed after his notes to friends in prison, the story is more about coming to terms with what he has become. He looks at the kid slinging rocks and smoking blunts and sees himself, not just a younger version, but a stagnant version. Unless he strives for something different, this is his reality. “One Love,” with its reserved hopefulness, its struggle for redemption in the face of sin (not to get ahead of ourselves), is an acknowledgment of the life that Nas leads and the reality that he fears he will never escape.
Nas’s foray into cinema was bound to happen. He’s frequently stated in interviews that he wants to go to film school, and even in verses that haven’t been sampled for films it’s easy to see why. As an emcee he has a truly cinematic eye. Along with the earlier mentioned specifics and story arcs, his music is nothing if not visual, conjuring up images of broken corners and hazy days. “N.Y. State of Mind” plays like cinéma vérité, weaving its way through stairwells, lobbies, and streets crawling with cops and crews, while “One Love” is mournful and poetic, like a Terrence Malick film. And like the inherent contradiction of creating truth with a medium that projects the illusion of movement at 24 frames per second, Nas’s reality is clouded through youthful but confident eyes.

Nas called his record a “reality storybook” before it was released. Unsurprisingly, this is a perfect way of putting it. “Storybook” has a certain connotation: one thinks of childhood tales of fantastic places and adventures. “Reality” is what we hide from children, what we think they are not able to handle. We protect children from the real world, or at least strive to do so. Yet Nas has laid out his childhood reality on “N.Y. State of Mind,” and throughout the record. His dreams of leaving this reality behind are hindered by his youth at first, and then later by the terrifying realization that this is all he knows, that his reality is defined by his stories.

Of course, to anyone who hasn’t experienced what Nas has, Illmatic is more storyboo than reality, a visual and visceral representation of a world they will never experience. One person’s reality is just as easily another ’s fantasy. Even Nas himself has been criticized by other s as someone who never actually lived the life he raps about in his songs. This
argument seems useless in the face of such insight as Nas has provided throughout his career, but the idea that Nas could internalize a collective experience might even enhance his own mythology. It is a true talent that can absorb another person’s reality into his own mind and spit it out in such vivid detail that even people who could never imagine what he is talking about form an emotional connection to the experience.

Ultimately, the irony of such a specific narrative is that the situation, as little as five years later, had shifted within even Nas’s own community. The reality Nas was escaping was one of the worst periods for inner cities in U.S. history. The Reagan years had seen crack flood city streets across America, and violence, particularly among young people, was at stratospheric heights. Regardless of what caused the downturn of crime in the nineties, the results were real. Crime was down, drug use was down, murders were down. The reality that rappers depicted in their songs turned to hyperreal representations of the muted battles that had dropped relatively underground. Though no one would argue that the problems had gone away—or even lowered to anywhere near acceptable levels—the coincidence of hip hop’s rise to the top and a sharp drop in violent crime found fantasy trumping reality in the media.

Walking through Nas’s neighborhood today, those changes are apparent. White Flight has reversed itself, as second-generation suburbanites have found themselves drawn to the metropolis, and New York City has found itself struggling to keep up with the upscale housing demand. This south-westernmost section of Queens might still have the requisite check-cashing storefronts and pawn shops a few blocks away, but hovering over it all is a sleepy white woman
on a billboard cloaked in soft sheets and resting her head on her pillow. The ad pledges safety and cleanliness in those new condominiums by the train, a new and different kind of N.Y. state of mind.

The harrowing account Nas spoke of had become an historical document on the cusp of this change. Listening to the album now you can hear all of the exhaustion, desperation, and anger that had been building for the past twenty years, not just in Nas’s life, but in the lives around him. But you also hear hope, redemption, and, in the distance, tomorrow. How few records can be said to evoke a specific time in American history, not because they were played a lot or they started a movement, but because you can listen to them and get a sense of what it was like to live in a specific time and place? If it is still far from actually experiencing it, then it is just as close as reading a book or watching a film about the experience, hardly an achievement you would expect from a pop record, much less such an immediate and entertaining one.

Meanwhile, as Nas sped through hip hop history at pace with the evolving genre, his fantasies, stretching over eras and continents, replaced the reality that wasn’t really there anymore anyway. The world had changed from one that seemed locked into a collision course into one that looked towards hope for a better day, just as Nas came to acknowledge the former. “When I listen to it now,” Nas says of the record, “I say, ‘God, this is what was on my mind at this age? How can that be? How can it be that this is what my reality was?’” If Nas truly couldn’t see the forest for the trees when producing Illmatic, then his next step, from acknowledging the limitations of his reality to hoping,
perhaps believing, that there was a way out, is a powerful indication of the kind of assault his “walls of intelligence” could withstand.
Chapter Six
Faith/Despair

“That’s what this is all about, right? Clothes, bankrolls and hos, you know what I’m saying? Yo, then what, man, what?”

Nas asks for more in the brief intro to “Life’s a Bitch,” the third track on *Illmatic*. Though he puts it in his friend AZ’s words, Nas at 20 years old had confronted his reality with a simple refrain: “life’s a bitch and then you die.” If “N.Y. State of Mind” painted a picture of Nas’s reality and “One Love” saw him confronting it, forced to recognize its limitations and, finally, its fatal flaws, then this song is Nas beginning to struggle with his next step. How could he ever get past his reality?

AZ’s verse on the song, the only guest appearance on the record, is Nas’s reality personified, drained of any hope but the kind reserved for those endowed with the “street ghetto essence.” This is a future of “stackin’ plenty papers, keepin’ it real, packin’ steel, gettin’ high.” The Brooklyn rapper who, like Nas before him had with “Live at the BBQ,” burst onto the scene with this first-ever recorded verse crystallized the hip hop gangsta world view with his rhymes in the first few couplets:

Visualizing the realism of life in actuality

Fuck who’s the baddest, a person’s status depends on salary

And my mentality is money orientated
I’m destined to live the dream for all my peeps who never made it.

This doesn’t sound so different than Young Jeezy saying “I command you niggas to get money” or even 50 Cent’s famous credo Get Rich or The Tryin’. AZ looks back to a time before “all of us turned to sinners,” but simply shrugs and says “something must have got in us.” His flippancy is balanced with a determination to keep his head down and power through tough times. Nas struggled to rise above the fray in “N.Y. State of Mind,” refusing to get stuck in the game, but here AZ seems mired in the thick of it all, focused on every day because, he is convinced, focusing on the big picture can only lead to despair and the inevitability of death. There’s no heaven here either, because in this worldview, we all “turn to vapors” and then disappear.

But even here, following AZ on “Life’s a Bitch,” Nas offers hope and the promise of redemption in an odd but beautiful line:

I switched my motto, instead of saying “Fuck tomorrow,”

That buck that bought a bottle could have struck the lotto.

Apart from the technical pleasure of this couplet, including the complex rhyme scheme, the double-consonant word choice, and the unobtrusive alliteration, Nas has said something rather profound here. And yet…are we being asked to choose between alcoholism and gambling? It’s true that the “lottery” for Nas isn’t just gambling, but making music or getting an education, or really any possible way out
of the ghetto for a kid growing up surrounded by poverty; the chances must seem that minute. But the lotto isn’t a metaphor for Nas, or at least that kind. He is using a beer and a set of numbers as opposing outlooks on life. One represents resigned despair, the other, a serious—if mathematically illogical—display of faith.

Nas is not the first person in popular music to adopt (or even then reject) the cynical battle cry “Fuck tomorrow.” The Who’s “My Generation” finds them defending their own, asserting “hope I die before I get old” (they didn’t), and of course their nearly direct descendants The Sex Pistols told everyone there was “no future” so they could sell as many records as possible up front. But the authenticity afforded Nas by his experience makes his despair ring so much truer. Rather than dabble in it, however, Nas is much more concerned with his own condition, or more specifically, how to improve it. With his verse on “Life’s a Bitch,” he seems to be asking for a way out, hoping for redemption and putting his faith in the remote odds that he will be able to escape the reality that surrounds him.

Hope for Nas, unlike many of his more religious peers, doesn’t seem to come from God. Though he occasionally mentions God on Illmatic, most of the time he is referring to his friends, and the rest is nonspecific or occasionally blasphemous. Nas, who it was reported had originally wanted the cover of the record to be a picture of him holding Jesus in a headlock, did not affiliate himself with any religion at the time of release. “It’s good to do research and study what the ancient Muslims or the ancient Christians were about and how the religion came about,” he told interviewer Bobbito.
It’s good to look at the lessons and see how they tried to educate each other. I studied lessons. I have knowledge of self. I don’t have no religion, but I studied my Black African history…Right here in America, it’s all about living and doing the right thing. Do the right thing, and that’s righteous right there.

On “Life’s a Bitch,” Nas does say he’s “some Godly like thing created.” But while this might call to a higher power, it might also play into Nas’s self-positioning as the savior of his people. This is the same man who had “God’s Son” tattooed on his chest, whose first words on record were “street’s disciple,” and who has posed as Jesus on more than one occasion. In fact, through most of Illmatic, Nas isn’t expecting religion to save him; he’s expecting to take the place of religion. This is most obvious on “Memory Lane,” where Nas speaks of his own capacity for miracles.

My intellect prevails from a hangin’ cross with nails

I reinforce the frail, with lyrics that’s real

Word to Christ, a disciple of streets, trifle on beats

I decipher prophecies through a mic and say “peace.”

His powers seem to stem not from himself, but from a higher power. It’s just not the one you’d expect. Earlier in the song, he claims to “drop the ancient manifested hip hop straight off the block.” He is celebrating his birthday on “Life’s a Bitch,” not because he was created by God, but because he is thankful for having “rhymes 365 days annual plus some.” Nas is “straight out the fuckin’ dungeons of rap,” and this public
figure that he has created is doomed to “carry the cross” not for the sins of man, but for the sins of hip hop. The first track, called “The Genesis,” positions Nas as the savior from the beginning.

Nas puts his faith in hip hop. In “The World is Yours,” he ridicules the alternative, labeling it irrelevant and defeatist:

There’s no days, for broke days, we sell it, smoke pays
While all the old folks pray to Jesus soakin’ they sins in trays
Of holy water, odds against Nas are slaughter

Despite or perhaps because of this rejection, “The World Is Yours” tosses off the weight of poverty and responsibility in order to revel in its opposite. It would be surprising if Nas didn’t purposefully place the song directly after “Life’s a Bitch.” That song’s quiet defiance of despair is fully realized with the later track, which features the most hopeful and optimistic Nas on the album, the one where he resolves to clear his path towards redemption:

I need a new nigga for this black cloud to follow
‘Cause while it’s over me it’s too dark to see tomorrow..

*Illmatic*, like a great deal of hip hop, has been called nihilistic. A large part of this comes from most rappers’ refusal to judge their subjects, as a common (and lazy) assumption is that if you do not take a stand on something you are advocating it. Nas certainly avoids condemning his surroundings or the lifestyle he leads on the record, but he hardly advocates it
either, and here is asking for a brighter day. On “The World Is Yours,” he certainly desires change, and though there is a certain level of irony in taking your rallying cry from a character in a movie that is killed in the end, the basic sentiment is more conscious hip hop than gangsta rap. “You wanna get it but you ain’t doin’ nothin’ but sittin’ there,” Nas says on a promotional video for the album. “You gotta get up and get yours, ‘cause it’s yours, you know what I mean?”

Yet Nas doesn’t seem to strive for anything here beyond the basic needs of survival. Though it is mostly physical survival he is concerned with, economic survival is close behind, and though he questions it at the beginning of “Life’s a Bitch,” Nas certainly believes cash rules everything around him. Even on that song he asserts “it’s all about cash in abundance.” He flirts with drug dealing because “loose cracks produce stacks” and “Nowadays I need the green in a flash just like the next man.” Still he turns to his natural talent to save him, because “a crime couldn’t beat a rhyme.” Money is important to Nas, but his ultimate faith returns to himself. “Rhymes’ll make me richer than a slipper made Cinderella,” he correctly predicts on “One Time 4 Your Mind.” As long as you have faith in yourself, the rest will come naturally.

Though he would eventually dip into “rings fronted with stones,” Nas is more concerned about making money than flaunting it on his debut. But the root of the drive to consume that hip hop finds itself stuck with today stems from much of the same belief system Nas espouses here. Capitalism and commercialism rule hip hop, because hip hop is fundamentally about the American Dream. Chasing it. Pointing out its inconsistencies. Being shut out of it: Nas points this out quite literally when, in his 2003 video for “I
Can,” a simple and refreshing song directed at the Black youth, he wears a shirt that says “I am the American Dream.”

The pursuit of truth in the face of myth dominates underground hip hop just as strongly as it does mainstream rappers who “make it rain” and make proud appearances on MTV’s Cribs. The image of the star rapper is the image of the cowboy, forging his Own path, crossing the law when the law needs to be crossed, living by his own set of rules. Nas, like his West Coast contemporary Tupac, plays with this persona as often as he embodies it. But unlike Tupac, who was raised by a former Black Panther and enjoyed a relatively safe childhood, Nas has the authenticity of despair to make his story ring true. Tupac’s contradictions often seemed like calculated positioning, with neither side revealing the true artist. Nas is able to seem like he believes in both alternatives, because they exist around him. There are many paths laid out on Illmatic, and each one for Nas makes up a parallel universe—“rich or doing years in the hundreds,” “havin’ dreams that I’m a gangsta…But just a nigga walking with his finger on the trigger.” He asks and answers the authenticity question: “Check the prognosis, is it real or showbiz?/My window faces shootouts, drug overdoses/Live amongst no roses, only the drama, for real.”

And still, Nas is left with just his own knowledge and an ingrained desire to make a better life. In the end, the most powerful statements of faith on Illmatic might come from the two earliest songs: “Halftime” and “It Ain’t Hard to Tell.” Here is where Nas takes a simple beat, ignores song construction, and simply spits his rhymes. These two songs aren’t about anything but Nas and his innate ability. He dominates break loops. He’s an ace when he faces the bass.
He sets it off with his own rhyme. It’s clear that any artist who would rely so much on his own talent to carry his debut would be confident beyond recommended levels. But that disregard for convention helped Nas create great art just as it helped him attract a wide and diverse fan base. Though he knows and loves hip hop history, Nas’s confidence would push him towards innovation that would make this timeless, journey into adulthood seem fresh and unique.
Chapter Seven
Tradition/Revolution

“I don’t know how to start this shit …”

Nas begins “N.Y. State of Mind” with hesitation, but it can’t be because he is unsure of his mic skills. If it is, it’s the only place where his total faith in his talents fails him. Even as an ad-lib, his reticence is an unusual occurrence on the record. Nas didn’t intend to imply with this comment anything about the journey of Illmatic, but the line fits. The record carves a path to adulthood, littered along the way with sin and temptation. But this inner-struggle is mirrored by an outward reaction, the creation of a persona that interacts with the world and finds its place among many.

This is the ultimate choice for Nas: to follow in the footsteps of those that came before him, or to turn away from his existence and strive to make a better life. Illmatic was definitely a record that acknowledged tradition while igniting a revolution within hip hop. But within the album, Nas’s personal struggles culminate with this question of change, personal and environmental.

The choice is a multi-layered one for the emcee. It is one hip hop struggles with itself. The still-young genre carries the torch of Black American music, reflecting the mood of a culture spread out over a nation, occasionally speaking out against injustice, often intending to be nothing more than the social lubrication for a night designed to forget the burdens of life. And yet, hip hop provides a new musical vocabulary,
created by the first generation to come of age in the so-called stagnation of the post-civil-rights era. Here is a truly post-modern genre that reflects life in the contemporary world, a musical style that represents the interplay between past and future. Is there anything that melds tradition and revolution more succinctly than appropriation?

Nas has direct association with this, because his father is a jazz musician.

9 The new generation of musicians in the black community has embraced hip hop out of tradition and revolution. One without the other would not have been able to achieve the success that this unending line of musicians has seen over the long history of pop music.

For Nas, surrounded by hip hop, there must have seemed little that was revolutionary in becoming an emcee. Yet the power he has said he feels behind the microphone bestows upon him enormous responsibility. It’s conceivable that when he says he doesn’t know how to start this shit, the shit he could have been talking about is a revolution, musically and politically.

Breaking with tradition artistically is a major aspect of Nas’s reality of growing up and becoming an adult. His choice to become an artist and express himself is just as important to understanding his journey as what he is saying. It’s why even when Nas struggles on the record, he seems to have already succeeded, to have somehow broken free from the chains that bound him. This seismic shift Nas finds within himself on *Illmatic* is contrasted by the meaningless endings and cyclical rise-and-fall American epics that surround him.
Yet it is hard to know if Nas genuinely believes he has achieved this goal or if it is merely a fantasy he brings to life through his on-record persona. Just as rappers present themselves as invincible to bullets and bitches, does Nas feel he is impervious to the vicious cycle of his neighborhood only when he is in a position to brag? With hindsight as a guide, the answer is a resounding no, since Nas did, after all, escape his mapped-out destiny. But at the time, all he had was his powerful faith to guide him.

Certainly his persona on the record, contradictory in itself, has multiple sides to it. Two songs on the album, “One Time 4 Your Mind” and “Represent,” display the Nas persona in the most vivid detail. On these songs, Nas is an active participant in his fate, interacting with the world around him and not just leaning out his window for the bird’s eye view, safe behind the metaphorical lens.

“One Time 4 Your Mind” is the more traditional of the two, at its core more reminiscent of a Beach Boys song than an NWA song. The first verse is casual teenage rebellion. With a laid-back stunted delivery, Nas tells the story of an average day spent drinking beer, watching movies, getting high, and having sex. He listens to music and battles emcees. It’s all harmless fun. This is where he has been, it’s what he knows, and it’s what he enjoys. It’s all he seems to want in life.

Unlike other songs on the record, Nas does little observing in the verse. Most people are responding to him and his decisions. In “N.Y. State of Mind,” where he shoots up a crowd, Nas’s actions have much bigger repercussions. Yet he seems
far more removed than he does on “One Time 4 Your Mind”, recounting insignificance and routine.

At its basic nature, the song is about surviving—or more accurately maintaining. Nas’s relationship with the world isn’t nihilistic, but he does seem aimless. Were Nas to make “One Time 4 Your Mind” now, the song might come off as depressing, a pathetic grasp at youthful indiscretion. Surrounded by the cocky verbal displays and, to a large portion of his audience, other worldly accounts of this then-teenager’s ‘hood, “One Time 4 Your Mind” is uniquely relatable because it displays the universal uncertainty at a specific moment in every adolescent’s life, the time when rejection of the familiar looms large. Nas has recognized his reality and begun to understand and quantify his own talents. But he has yet to decide to do anything with them, to break free of the life he was given and take a chance on the unknown.

“Represent,” on the other hand, is a different Nas, the angry, violent, desperate Nas. This persona comes from tradition as well, but the tradition of death and destruction that Nas has seen take too many of his peers. He puts his listener inside the Queensbridge perspective in the first verse:

The streets is filled with undercovers, homicide chasin’ brothers

The D’s on the roof tryin’ to watch us and knock us

And killer coppers even come through in helicopters
It’s a war zone he describes, where the enemy comes at you from all sides. It is a violent struggle, but it’s hardly a revolution of which he speaks; this is business as usual. The only thing it seems he can do is strike out and make his mark in any way he can. In “One Time 4 Your Mind,” casual sex, weed smoking, and rhyme battling are simple things, the youthful indiscretions that come with a lack of direction and responsibility. On “Represent,” they’re turned into weapons against the system that oppresses, “cause life ain’t shit but stress fake niggas and crab stunts/so I guzzle my Hennesey while pullin’ on mad blunts.” Instead of maintaining that “crime couldn’t beat a rhyme,” the Nas of “Represent” thinks “the rap game reminds me of the crack game.” Here, to the Nas portrayed in this song, is how to “represent,” how to live “the real fuckin’ life.”

“Represent” is quite possibly the most place-specific of all of the songs on *Illmatic*, the song where Nas mentions his block, the 40 side of Vernon, in the outro, and gives shout-outs to his crew in the final verse. “Memory Lane” and “N.Y. State of Mind” delve into the experience of growing up in the projects, but “Represent” is most focused on Nas’s existence, his tight-knit universe where “we all stare at the out-of-towners” and time is measured by noting “before the BDP conflict with MC Shan.” It’s this contained history, his personal heritage, that presents him with that final choice to press on in the context of what he knows, or leave it behind by choosing something different for himself.

These back-to-back songs portray the two public sides of the early Nas persona (or, for that matter, early hip hop): the everyday character that is just trying to get by and have fun doing it, and the frustrated, unpredictable Nas that is stuck on
his corner and trying to survive. They are natural reactions to
the pressure Nas experienced growing up in Queensbridge,
but they are also, as contradictory as they may seem, instantly
recognizable in the natural progression of maturity.

*Illmatic* might seem limited in its scope to a small four- or
five-block radius, but from the specific comes the universal.
The contradictions of the album exist everywhere, and the
honesty and specificity of them rings true on a universal level
because people recognize their own truth in other peoples’
truths. Nas’s human struggle is the struggle of a teenager
stepping into manhood, an artist coming into his own, and an
oppressed citizen breaking free from his chains. These
individual triumphs mirror the triumphs of the community,
just as their youthful ambitions reflect the collective
experience. When it is done properly, the personal can be
applied indiscriminately.

The man that Nas became on *Illmatic* would seem fearless if
he wasn’t so often open about his doubts. His artistic output
might seem miraculous if he didn’t so frequently offer a
window into his process. But he does these things because
Nas is nothing if not honest and open as an artist, and this
vulnerability leads fans to relate to him in ways they cannot
with similar rappers. It’s hard to imagine following in the
footsteps of Biggie and Jay when listening to *Ready to Die* or
*Reasonable Doubt*. Their personas are kings, unstoppable
legends on the street, the 80s action-movie stars to Nas’s
flawed independent-film protagonist. The later debuts seem
more in line with the traditional gangster persona, the NWA
soldier/heroes that listeners viewed with awe and respect.
Nas’s revolution is in refusing to glorify or demonize, instead
creating a realistic—and therefore sympathetic and universally recognizable—autobiographical portrait.

This is not just a representation of the tradition of street-level reporting within hip hop that has seen its days come and go. Illmatic stands as the most cogent argument for a non-judgmental depiction of violence in hip hop. While most artists either glorify and/or exaggerate the violence they have experienced or take a measured and consistent stand against the destruction of their communities, Nas—perhaps more than any other emcee—displays on Illmatic the effectiveness of using violence as a narrative tool to accurately portray a very real and urgent situation within an otherwise invisible community. It is, of course, easy to find negative and senseless portrayals of violence in mainstream hip hop, instances without excuse. But Illmatic is an undeniable argument for the social significance (and responsibility) of realistic depictions of violence within hip hop. This depiction could ideally provide a map forward for a genre that is struggling to retain its tradition of realism without shirking its responsibilities as a representative of the inner city.

There is an idea that art can change the world. If this means that people who experience that art would immediately set out to right the wrongs that have been done, then hip hop has seemingly failed. Violent crime in the inner-cities, particularly in places like Philadelphia, is going up, the number of people below the poverty line is growing, and black people in this country are now as pessimistic as they were twenty years ago, at the height of the crack epidemic, about their ability to succeed in America. Instead of highlighting the problems of the communities that produced it in order to effect change, hip hop has become, for the
majority of mainstream America, the representation of those very problems.

But records like *Illmatic* have shed light on corners of the nation that go ignored in the conventional media, and they do so in a way that is not depressing or preachy, but invigorating and redemptive. The message of salvation speaks not just to the average corner kid who “loves committin’ sins,” but to America’s long-held belief in a second chance. It reaches every demographic in the country and informs their perspective of America, instilling with particular intensity the notion of that ultimate contradiction in this nation, that we are comprised of individuals who can make anything of themselves that they want, and yet we are bound together by history and social and political barriers that stifle that dream.

Once this contradiction is recognized, it does not seem so hard to understand where Nas’s persona comes from, and how easily it can shift and bend at will. Nor does it seem unlikely to imagine that all of those kids who do understand that contradiction, no matter where they come from and how easily they personally can achieve the American dream, would have a perspective on their country that is far different from their parents’. This is the true revolution of hip hop, the one that has yet to play itself out.

Whether or not it does succeed is up to the same process that Nas goes through on *Illmatic*. It’s a question of maturation, and the evolution of the individual’s perception of the world. As “the essence of adolescence” leaves their bodies, will reality set in and destroy the hope for a better tomorrow? Just as *Illmatic* ultimately calls for redemption and evolution, its audience must choose between suffering the same jaded fate
as previous generations or retaining the promise and resolve of their youth.
Chapter Eight
Breaks/Flows

Hip hop is a microphone, a camera, and a stage for the unheard millions in America and around the world. But first and foremost it must be a musical art form. If this is easy to forget with an album like Illmatic, it is because, again and at every step, the record plays so strongly into (or has defined?) the conventional hip hop narrative. Nas is the center of focus, the powerful voice of strength and direction that his musical backbone supports but never controls. The beats are the nerve endings to his brain cells.

Because the music itself is rarely examined as closely as the lyrics, there is a real impression that hip hop has yet to gain full recognition as a credible musical genre. When arguing against that lack of respect, many advocates point to records like The Roots’ Phrenology, Outkast’s Aquemini, and Kanye West’s recent collaboration with Jon Brion on Late Registration as proof that hip hop has become the leading innovator among musical genres over the past decade, and its music should receive at least the same amount of attention as the lyrics.

However, while records like those mentioned are all powerful musical statements, they are essentially hybrid records that gain recognition because of their already established genre touchstones. The musical accomplishments on Illmatic, a record that displays the most fundamental sonic characteristics of true hip hop, are in fact more impressive,
and more indicative of the need not to ignore the breaks behind the flows.

Hip hop music stems from a few basic concepts, but, as countless imitators and failed experiments have proven, it is deceptively simple. A genre that originated out of a lack of resources to produce the kind of music a community was hungry for became a worldwide phenomenon because a generation’s worth of artists took those building blocks and made something incredible out of them. What follows is a track-by-track account of the making of what Pete Rock, one of the most important of those artists, calls “the perfect example of real hip hop music.”

The Genesis

The intro to *Illmatic* begins with an extended sound clip from *Wild Style*, the cult classic that was the first significant hip hop film. It’s not just the dialogue that is borrowed: the subway rumbling at the beginning and the hard-hitting drums that kick in and lead back to Nas are all directly lifted from the film, including “Subway Theme,” the song created for the film by DJ Grand Wizard Theodore and Chris Stein of the pop group Blondie.

First and foremost, the use of the sample immediately set the album up as an authentic hip hop audio document. “The only thing I had never heard when the album came out was the intro,” says DJ Premier of listening to the record all the way through for the first time. “And even that, I mean, to use *Wild Style* is a big deal. But he comes from that era where he knows about *Wild Style*, he’s seen the movie and he respects that. That’s one of the best movies to ever showcase true
MCing and DJing and B-Boying and graffiti from the very purest form of this culture. That’s the first day of school’s homework.”

Running underneath the clip was Nas’s own genesis, his first verse from “Live at the BBQ” (it cuts out right as he is about to say his most famous line, “When I was 12 I went to hell for snuffin’ Jesus”). As the music kicks in, Nas sits around with his friends AZ and Cormega, the latter of which has the first line “Yo Nas, what the fuck is this bullshit on the radio, son?” They talk back and forth about hip hop and their lives, and Nas finishes the track with “Representin’ is illmatic.”

“The Genesis” is often maligned not for what it is, a short and mostly harmless intro that sets up the tone of the album, but for what it isn’t. Most specifically, it isn’t a tenth track. This, people often argue, makes Illmatic more of a nine-song EP than a full-length album, particularly in the CD era when hip hop albums including skits routinely run over 20 tracks.

But regardless of whether or not the length of the album is appropriate, “The Genesis” manages to provide the album with a proper introduction without dwelling too long on premusic formalities (see Wu Tang Forever for an example of a first track that everyone skips after the first listen). The name itself implies the creation of a world, and even if Nas’s world already existed, here is certainly an invitation in at the very least.

Serch, who executive-produced the record, argues strongly for the necessity of the track in cementing Illmatic’s reputation. “If you look at a Lou Reed record, or Zeppelin’s Houses of the Holy, or Pink Floyd’s The Wall,” he says:
All of those records have one thing in common. They are all incredibly autobiographical. They all tell a story of an artist finding themselves within the groove of their music. Nas wanted to tell the story of where he came from. That’s why “The Genesis” is so important on that record and why we fought with Charlie Ahearn [the producer/director of Wild Style] to get that Wild Style sample cleared.

The battle Serch speaks of, one which began to rage when Fab 5 Freddy (who was directing the video for “One Love” at the time) bizarrely told Ahearn not to let Nas use the sample, could have ended with a cease and desist order against Illmatic because Ahearn was not sure he was happy with the terms of use.

That Serch and Faith Newman of Sony fought to include the sample at the risk of delaying a record that was already losing sales due to heavily bootlegged leaks displays the importance they placed on the introduction. When the album begins, and the subway rumbles by as Zoro declares his destiny, they seem very smart indeed.

**N.Y. State of Mind**

The first real song on Illmatic is arguably the best, a definitive interpretation, depending on your mood, of Nas, Queensbridge, or all of New York Hip Hop. Serch says the track sums up his experiences visiting Nas in his neighborhood. “The intro of ‘N.Y. State of Mind’ is you’re walking out of the subway into QB. And that’s what it feels like going out of the dark of the subway to the foot of the projects. That piano riff. when it slowly melts in and gets louder, you just know that Nas is about to bring heat.”
The irony, in fact, is that Nas didn’t know it. The brief intro, where Nas and his friend ad-lib a few lines, was entirely unplanned. Premier tells the story of how that first take became the one they used:

Showbiz was there from Showbiz and AG; we were all in the same circles. And I was searching for the sample, and when I found that sample, Nas was like “Ooh ooh, this sounds ill, can you hook that up? And I hooked it up. Then all of a sudden, Grandwizard from Bravehearts, Grandwiz used to always be there, and next thing we know it’s like “yeah yeah, black, it’s time” and they went back and forth and then he was like “straight out the fucking dungeons of rap, where fake niggas don’t make it back.” He is just kinda talking and I’m looking at him ‘cause I’m about to count him in. And he’s looking at the paper just shaking his head to himself like, “I don’t know how to start this shit.” And I’m counting “one, two, three,” and he looks up and sees me counting “two, three,” and he just goes “yo” and starts rhyming. He did the whole verse non-stop and he just stopped and was like “damn, it don’t sound right, does it sound good out there?” And we were just like high fivin’ and going crazy, like, we were just blown away.

The beat Premier gave Nas for the track was dark and paranoid, matching a deep piano riff (with a high flutter at the end) from jazz drummer/pianist Joe Chambers’s “Mind Rain” with a high sharp guitar stab from Donald Byrd’s “Flight Time.” The chorus is Premier scratching a sample of Rakim from “Mahogany,” off 1990’s Let the Rhythm Hit ’Em. For most of the verses, Premier sticks with the bar-length piano sample, laid over hard drums that snap tight on the speakers. The one place where he deviates is the beginning of the
second verse, where Nas tells the story of his dreams, when the piano is traded for the guitar’s piercing urgency. The piano’s dirge-like consistency looks to find death at every turn, while the insistence of the guitar dots quick flashes of opportunity across a bleak landscape. Their dueling tones tell the tale of Nas’s daily struggle, grinding out his days in the trenches, desperate to claw his way up to the top.

“That one right there is one of my favorites,” Nas told Rolling Stone in 2007, upon the release of his greatest hits. “Because that one painted a picture of the city like nobody else at that time. I’m about eighteen when I’m saying that rhyme. I worked on that first album all my life, up until I was twenty, when it came out. I was a very young cat talking about it like a Vietnam veteran, talking like I’ve been through it all. That’s just how I felt around that time, and the track does that for me.”

The gritty feel of the cut, one of the dirtiest tracks to come out of New York, was entirely intentional according to Serch.

A lot of records lose a little in the translation of mastering, because mastering is all about being clean. But that record in particular, when we mastered it, we kept it as dirty as possible. The only thing we did is level the song so that it was leveled with every other record. And you can feel how dirty that record is when it comes on. It was a bit of an argument, ‘cause when we mastered it the engineer really had a hard time Listening to it. And we were like ’nononono, this record stays the way it is, we just need you to do the levels.’
“N.Y. State of Mind” was also the only track Premier made for the record that he felt immediately happy with. Though his initial beats for “Memory Lane” and “Represent” never sat well with him (see below), “N.Y. State of Mind” was perfect from the start.

I remember when Q-Tip gave me a cassette tape of the “One Love” shit with the Heath brothers. And I remember he didn’t have the drums yet, it was just the sample, and he paused taped it, so it wasn’t too tight yet. But after I heard “One Love,” I went in and did “N.Y State of Mind” the next day. ‘Cause, you know, it was a competition, it was like we all got on the phone with each other like “yo, man, did you get a new beat?” Like “Nah, man, I’m about to make one.” And I knew Q-Tip was gonna come with it and I knew Pete Rock was gonna come with it, and I knew Large Professor was gonna come with it. And it made the album much better because of that.

Over a decade later, he doesn’t hesitate to name his favorite contribution to the record: “Hands down, ‘N.Y. State of Mind.’ Even part 2 [off of I Am …] was good.” Despite this satisfaction, he doesn’t see his work on the record as representative of anything but pure hip hop. When asked if his trips to Queensbridge informed his beat on “N.Y. State of Mind,” he shrugs off the implications. “I consider myself a fan who’s been given a hip hop lottery ticket only the prize wasn’t money it was, like, you won a chance to go in the studio with artists and create your own stuff. I make stuff that, as a fan, I would want to create if I had access to the equipment. I’ve been given the opportunity to make records and I just haven’t stopped yet.”
Life’s a Bitch

The third song on *Illmatic* was produced by Queensbridge-native L.E.S., who still tours with Nas as his DJ. “Being that he had all these big name producers on his album, I felt kinda good that Nas picked me to do something,” L.E.S. told *The Source* when the record was released. “I was never really presenting shit to Nas though, and he ain’t really come to me for a beat. We was just chillin’ and he was like, ‘Yo, that’s it.’” The beat is a relatively simple one, constructed out of the Gap Band’s modest hit “Yearning for Your Love” and a few simple percussion touches.

But the track sticks out as a smooth, wistful song when placed next to its harder-hitting brother s. Nas’s work on the second verse is as strong as his best work on the album, but it’s often overshadowed by the work of two other people that make “Life’s a Bitch” the exception to *Illmatic*’s biggest rules.

The horn at the end of the song is not only the lone live instrument on the record; it is delivered by Nas’s own father, Olu Dara. Nas had wanted his cornet-playing talents on the record, and when he heard the beat L.E.S. had constructed, he knew it was the right place. “I asked my dad to play on the end of it,” he told *Rolling Stone*. “I told him to play whatever comes to mind when he thinks of me as a kid.” If Dara actually listened to his son, he must have been filtering the reality of Nas’s childhood through the concept of memory, draping his thoughts in quiet and mournful reflections on the passing of time. It’s a solo that fits remarkably well, not just with the loop it’s playing over, but with the sentiment of the
song, at once resigned to the limits of reality and determined to make the best of what’s left.

The second exception adds an even stronger component to the song, as “Life’s a Bitch” also features the only guest appearance from an emcee on the album. Brooklyn-based AZ (born Anthony Cruz) met Nas around the time the Queensbridge emcee recorded “Live at the BBQ” through a phone cypher, a New York tradition where up-and-coming emcees could hone their techniques with other artists over the phone. They didn’t meet in person for a year after talking on the phone together, and even when they talked during the recording of *Illmatic*, there was never talk of a collaboration. “We never stressed music,” AZ says now. “We spoke on street issues. But the anticipation on the streets [for Nas’s debut] was just growing at the time.”

The track they would eventually collaborate on was the last recorded for *Illmatic*, which allowed the guest rapper to get a feel for his own approach to the record. “I heard a few tracks off of *Illmatic* prior to recording ‘Life’s a Bitch’ and it was just like a breath of fresh air hearing the other songs. It was street gospel. So when we did record ‘Life’s a Bitch,’ we did it with no anticipation. We both were just products of the environment, and it was simplicity. It was water.”

When he tells the story of how he ended up on the greatest hip hop record of all time, it feels so organic that, if it wasn’t for the pure talent both emcees have, it would almost seem like luck that the track fell together so well.

I came up with the hook. The beat was playing at the time and we had no idea that I was gonna do the record, we was in the
studio and L.E.S. put the beat on and I was just going “life’s a bitch and then you die” and they heard it and they were like “oh shit what was that?” And Nas was like “do that.” So I did it and he was like “yo, you got a verse for that,” and I was like “yeah yeah yeah.” So I did it and people liked it within the studio and so we just kept it. I think it was the last song on the album so I thought he was just trying to finish the album up and get it out the way. I didn’t know he sincerely liked the shit himself. I was there for support. I had no inkling of trying to become a part of Illmatic, that wasn’t my goal. My goal was to just come, show some support, and show some love, and that was it.

It’s hard to believe a verse as influential as AZ’s opening bars from “Life’s a Bitch” was recorded as a spur-of-the-moment impulse. Nearly every couplet here is quotable, from “visualizin’ the realism of life in actuality/fuck who’s the baddest, a person’s status depends on salary,” to “until that day we expire and turn to vapors/me and capers’ll be somewhere stackin’ plenty papers.” The former is followed by “my mentality is money orientated,” and would be the blueprint for the next bling-filled decade of hip hop. “You hear ‘Life’s a bitch, but you gotta put a skirt on hef’ or ‘Life’s a bitch don’t trust her.’ So we definitely planted that in the minds of people, that life’s a bitch and get it while you can get it, you know what I mean?” To convey his quintessential hip hop message, AZ uses similar high-level rhyming skills to Nas, matching the down-key beat with perfect inflections and vocal rhythms.

Despite these now-obvious breakthroughs, the emcee was not initially pleased with his work. “When I heard Illmatic as a whole, it was like the changing of the guards in the rap era to
me. So to contribute one verse to a masterpiece, I felt like I
didn’t give it my all. But as time went on about two three
months, everything exploded. Every record label in the game
was knocking at my door.”

AZ’s appearance on Illmatic is often cited as the greatest
guest verse in hip hop history. His career after Illmatic took
flight briefly, but since the early 2000’s he has been unfairly
overlooked by a mainstream that values flash and pop hooks.
Ironically, he has become one of the most underrated emcees
in the game by sticking to the importance of lyrical technique
that made Illmatic great. Whether his solo career is viewed as
a solid streak of uncompromising street hip hop or one missed
opportunity after another , AZ is above all proud of his
contributions to the Nas catalogue. “I was on both five mic
albums, which is Illmatic and Stillmatic, and it means a lot to
me, because I was a part of history. And no one can take that
from me. Not with a gun, not even with death.”

The World is Yours

The collaboration between Nas and Pete Rock, easily the
most respected hip hop producer of the time, was one that Nas
had set out to get from the start. “That was like rocking with
Prince,” he told Funkmaster Flex in 2006. “Pete was what Dr.
Dre, Kanye West, and Teddy Riley was at the same time.” It
was hardly hyperbole. After his work with C.L. Smooth and
some high profile remixes (including one of the all-time
greats for Public Enemy’s “Shut ‘Em Down”), Pete was on
top of hip hop, every producer’s favorite producer.

His work on “The World is Yours” cemented that reputation,
even among the other producers on the record. Premier, who
had already laid down a track for “Represent,” recalls hearing it for the first time and realizing it was a game changer. “I heard Pete Rock play me “The World is Yours” beat, and he was like ‘I’m going to the studio to cut the vocals with Nas, you wanna go?’ I was like ‘hell, yeah.’ And I watched him lay in all the scratches, and do all the different things with Nas that day and I was like, ‘man, I gotta change my beat.”

Few beats in history would live up to that story, but Pete’s subtle reworking of a quick piano lick from Ahmad Jamal’s “I Love Music” manages to do just that. Pete lays muffled drums and an echoing cowbell over the loop to give it the requisite bounce, and then lets it fill up the track. On the instrumental-only track, it drifts all over the place, with only the chorus (sung by Pete) and a sample from T La Rock’s “It’s Yours” to break it up. As he asks Nas “who’s world is this?” he pans a sample of someone saying “bring it on” across the channels in the back, a perfect touch that would be hard to make out consciously on the first hundred listens.

As time has passed, “The World Is Yours” has become perhaps the most critically acclaimed track on Illmatic, with many polls and rankings placing it in the top twenty hip hop songs ever made. Pete’s own experience has borne that out. “The song stood out a lot. A lot of people when they mention Illmatic they always talk about that song. Not to say that none of the other songs were hot, cause the whole album was hot. But it seems like a lot of people come at me about that one song.”

Considering the minor masterpiece he created, Pete is matter-of-fact in his recounting of the creative process. “I met Nas through Large Professor. He brought him up to Mt.
Vernon [Pete’s neighborhood in Upper Manhattan]. We brought him to the basement and he went through a couple of beats. He picked that one, and we went in the studio and he told me he wanted me to sing the hook and stuff like that. I did that and it was done. He did his part, and I mixed the song in Battery Studios, and it was a hit.”

The description is most likely a condensed version of what really happened. Serch and others have said that, like he did with other producers on the record, Nas went through upwards of 30 beats with Pete before he found the one he really liked. Furthermore, as even Pete says, the beat for the song was created before Nas thought of the concept. This means that Nas, who is known for writing, not rhyming off the top of his head, probably spent some time with the beat in between first hearing it and writing the song, let alone recording it.

But the point of Pete’s story is clear: this was work, where two legends who had never met before and who wouldn’t work together again for another decade came together and made something beautiful. Even if he can’t see the significance of the process, the product has stayed with Pete over the years. When asked where the album sits in his own body of work, Pete speaks highly of it. “It’s up there with the greats, ‘cause Nas is so talented. I’ve never heard another emcee like him.” He pauses to reflect on the song and the many classics he’s been behind the boards for. “I think it’s important enough to be in my top ten. Definitely.”
“The World Is Yours” is also significant for having a remix that was almost as successful as the original when it was released as a single.

Produced by Q-Tip, the remix came complete with a significant reworking of the lyrics by Nas and a video that was part one of the video produced for “One Love” (the former features Nas’s friend’s apartment being raided by the police, while the latter finds the friend receiving letters from Nas in prison). The remix “was after the album had been out,” Tip recalls. “He wanted me to do another song on the album I think, but mine was one of the last songs on the record...He also was fixated on having it just kind of be like ten songs. Like he just wanted it straight up and down. So he wanted me to do a remix.”

As for the reworked lyrics, the move was made on the fly. “I think that was more of just like an inspiration.” Nas’s reconfigured lyrics are most apparent in the second verse, which is sprinkled with religious references and anti-establishment statements. Yet he adds little touches in other places (he now appears to prefer Air Nikes to Suede Timbs) and somewhat reworks the chorus to reflect the darker beat that Tip produces.

And dark it is. Atmospheric and soulful, Tip nearly channels Portishead the same year the trip-hop group released their debut Dummy. With only a wobbly trumpet to lighten the mood, the beat here sounds like shimmering water receiving small drops of blood, punched home by snares that rattle and shake. To further distance the track from the original, Tip adds some backing vocals, like “get money” and the head-nodding “la la la la”s that lace the choruses. The end result is almost the exact opposite of the original’s
inspirational tone: the world most definitely is not yours. Yet remarkably, the lyrics fit perfectly over this pitch-black statement, mostly due to Nas’s natural smoothness, almost the rapping equivalent of Portishead’s Beth Gibbons’s sultry vocals.

“The first one that Pete did was so crazy, you don’t try to top it, you just try to complement it,” Tip says. “That’s the way I view remixes. It’s more of you have to complement whatever it is, rather than try to outdo it, shit like that. I just wanted to just fuse with what was there.”

Pete agrees. “I thought it was dope, I loved it,” he says of Tip’s offering. “It surprised me because the style was Pete Rockish,” referring not just to the remix’s soulful roots, but to its use of space and attention to detail. “So that’s dope. The inspiration comes right out. It speaks for itself.”

The big question that lingers here is the close relative of the constant mystery among hip hop heads as to why Nas hasn’t made the much-talked-about full-length with DJ Premier, with whom he has had such consistently classic results. Considering the high quality and lasting success of “The World Is Yours,” why did Nas not enlist Pete for future projects? Pete’s answer is clear-minded, if unsatisfying for the average fan. “We didn’t get to spend a whole lot of time together. We didn’t get to really know each other like we should have due to outside forces. Without that, nothing good could come out of it. I don’t care how hot you are, I don’t care how hot of a producer you are or how hot of an artist; if you don’t have that bond, nothing can really work between you and that person.”
Halftime

“That bassline. The muffled bassline, the crack of that highhat, ‘check me out y’all, Nasty Nas in your area,’” Serch says of what made “Halftime,” the first released Illmatic cut, so great. “It was all of that, just him sounding so young and hungry.” Though “It Ain’t Hard to Tell” was the first track Nas worked on that eventually wound up on the record, Serch and Nas felt that “Halftime” would be a great introduction to Nas’s solo career. “We thought it was a great way for Nas to just get out there. Because there was a huge buzz in New York, but you know how that goes, you know, New York is so insulated, you feel like it’s the whole world. But the rest of the world needed to know about him. And I’ve heard from countless people that ‘Halftime’ really was what opened people’s eyes to Nas and got them ready for what was about to come.”

As mentioned earlier, “Halftime” was featured on the Zebrahead soundtrack and released as a single. It’s inclusion on Illmatic was always intended, though, and sequentially, it’s the first track to feature the producer most important to the creation of Illmatic, Large Professor. In his interview with Funkmaster Flex from 2006, Nas told the story of how the two first recorded a record.

Back then there could be a dude with a hot record—but he still go to your high school. And Large Professor had a song called “Think” [with Main Source]…I had to go in the studio so I had at least three dudes that knew how to make beats with me. And on the way, we picked up Large Professor from his high school. Now I didn’t even know homie, I just knew
he had a cool song. So we was all in the same car, all day picking up people who knew how to make beats. ‘Cause I got studio time, if I mess that up, it’s my money gone. And I’m like 16 so I’m just like “Yo, I wanna make some music.” They all like “alright, cool.” So we go in the studio, your man Large just starts putting up beats. He didn’t even want to talk to me. He was hot. I don’t even know if I gave him a little money, I don’t remember, but you just wanted to work back then, you didn’t care who with. So he did the track and I start rhyming and afterwards I thought he didn’t like it, but I knew I had me a demo. It was called “Lyrically Ill.”

That track has never been released, but that day was much more important as a crucial turning point in Nas’s development as an emcee.

Large Professor taught me how to do vocals, he taught me how to punch in, and taught me how to get on the mic and how my voice is supposed to sound. And he put me on [“Live at the BBQ”] and I wanted to pay him for putting me on that record. Nowadays cats give you an invoice. He took me on tour and I wanted to pay him to put me on tour. Just to be on that record was bigger than a little advance, that didn’t mean nothing, I love music.

Though Nas and Large Pro toyed briefly with creating a whole record together, Nas quickly realized he wanted a wider range of talent. Large Pro was more than receptive. “All along since even before ‘Live At The BBQ,’ I was trying be on Nas’s side in this game,” Large Pro said in the original Source interview. “You know, I was tryin’ to tell him, ‘Yo, if you want the ill shit, go to these certain people.’ I was hooking him up with these people so it wouldn’t be some
formal shit where the record company sets it up.” It was Large Pro who introduced Nas to most of the producers who worked on *illmatic*.

But before any of them came on board, “Halftime” was the first finished track for the album. As a beat, the record is often overlooked in favor of “It Ain’t Hard to Tell” and Pete and Premier’s work. But the track is every bit as impressive as those. Constructing the track out of elements from multiple sources, Large Pro took from classic hip hop gold mines and more obscure hidden gems. Perhaps the most prominent is Average White Band’s “Schoolboy Crush,” most famously sampled for Eric B. and Rakim’s “Microphone Fiend.” Here, the track’s sleigh bells lend a cocky strut, while a vocal sample cleverly used first at the 19-second point rolls you into the first verse and then drifts in and out.

Next, Large Pro stuck woozy horns over the chorus from Gary Byrd’s “Soul Travelin’ Pt. I,” an infinitely more obscure selection. But, as Serch pointed out, Large Pro saved his best for last, with a booming bassline that thumps along with Nas’s punchlines. Oddly enough, it’s lifted (rather deftly) from “Dead End” off the Japanese version of the *Hair* soundtrack. Stuck together, the tracks are a perfect accompaniment to Nas’s vintage hip hop boasts, never distracting attention but always putting the listener in the mood for a good old-fashioned throw down. “Halftime” isn’t the best work Large Professor did on *Illmatic*, but it’s certainly his most entertaining.
Memory Lane (Sittin’ In Da Park)

The two later Premier tracks on Illmatic, “Memory Lane” and “Represent,” might have ended up far different than they did. In each case, a different beat was available, and either Nas or Premier convinced the other one to keep what became the final version. With this sixth track on the album, Premier remembers it was Nas who won the battle.

On “Memory Lane,” Nas stressed me to use that Rueben Wilson sample cause I was like “ah, it’s cool…” But he was like “nah, I need something that feels like that.” I went and did it, and his whole crew was there. Nas used to have like 20, 30 guys in the studio at every session and they were all like “that’s hot Nas, I’m telling y’all that’s hot.” And Nas liked it from the gate too, you know. So I did it and when I heard it with the vocals, I thought “it don’t sound too bad.”

The Wilson sample Nas insisted on including comes from the jazz organist’s “We’re in Love.” Everything but the drums comes from there, including the main organ lick, a vibrating guitar that almost sounds like a sitar, and those “oohahhooh”s that float along with Nas’s flow. Though it’s essentially a straight loop, Premier times the beat so it doubles back on itself quickly at the end, making it sound tighter than it comes across in the original.

Add in the famous drum break that begins Lee Dorsey’s classic “Get Out My Life Woman” and a couple of vocal samples from Biz Markie (“Let me take a trip down memory lane”) and Craig G (“Coming out of Queensbridge”) and the end result is street-level smoothness, bouncy without being poppy. It fits in perfectly with Nas’s stories of days and nights.
past, reminiscing on park jams and kingpins. No surprise it was “Memory Lane” that was singled out by Shorty in her five-mic review as “my shit.”

Despite going along with the track, Premier was still not thrilled with the finished song. This led him to the unusual step of remixing his own song.

Nas heard that beat and wanted it immediately, and he wrote everything right there on the spot and laid it. It just came down to me figuring well, I’ll save these last beats. He liked them, so maybe I can change that later. But he was still down with it, he was like “yo, it’s gotta stay like it is.” He wasn’t letting me slay him on that one. I said, “let me do an alternate version and maybe you could add both to the album as a bonus,” ‘cause the album was so short. But he was never really crazy about that so I was like “alright, fuck it.” So I did it for myself.

What’s immediately shocking about the remix is just how different of a song this is. Where the original is smooth and relaxed, the remix is angular and uptight. It’s a hardcore underground hip hop beat—a great one at that—and its creeping guitar is undoubtedly dirtier than the nostalgic organ that dominates the original.

Yet despite its obvious strengths, the original beat matched Nas’s sentiment so well that it’s impossible to listen to the remix without feeling like the song has lost something in translation. Like Tip’s remix for “The World Is Yours,” Premier has taken an upbeat soul jam and flipped it completely, like he was substituting a picture’s negative for
the original. While Nas’s rerecorded vocals helped Tip’s remix enormously, Premier is dealing with a performance that needs no emphasis of its dark side. After all, part of the pleasure of *Illmatic* is the life that thrives around strife in Nas’s tales; “The World Is Yours” and “Memory Lane” are hope and nostalgia without delusions about your lot in life. Placing these multi-dimensional lyrics over gritty beats makes only the darkness come through.

While Premier wasn’t initially happy with his work on “Memory Lane,” the song’s simple drive is almost definitive golden-age hip hop. Combined with the imagery and superior lyricism Nas employs, the song goes down oh so easy. This is summer listening sans bubblegum, a perfect representation of the fleeting moments of youth, a standout among standouts.

**One Love**

Despite Gang Starr’s lasting contributions to hip hop and two classic albums from Pete Rock and C.L. Smooth, no producer on *Illmatic* has had more success with his original group than Q-Tip. By 1994, A Tribe Called Quest had already cemented their reputation as one of the indisputably great hip hop groups of all time with three straight classics, *People’s Instinctive Travels and the Paths of Rhythm*, *The Low End Theory*, and *Midnight Marauders* (which was being recorded at the time Nas was working on his own record; it was released in late ’93). Considering Nas’s ambition and New York focus, his decision to reach out to Tip for a beat on *Illmatic* was inevitable.

The connection was made through Large Professor, who knew Tip from recording sessions in Queens. “Large
Professor told me about Nas and said that he really wanted to work with me and said that I probably wanted to work with him. I heard him on “BBQ” and I liked him and Professor told me he was working on his album.”

The result was “One Love,” perhaps the most challenging song on *Illmatic*. Over a largely untouched sample from the Heath Brothers’ “Smilin Billy Pt. II” matched to a masterfully arranged drum track, Nas spends the first two verses telling his friend in prison about the world outside his cell, and the third, as discussed in chapter five, confronting his demons. It’s a dark and moving examination of the situation facing young men from Nas’s project. Q-Tip explained the appeal of the song on the promotional video for the album. “‘One Love’ is a song dealing with his people, his man was locked up. And if you listen to the things he’s sayin’ and the way he kicked it, you know what I’m sayin’, you can tell it’s something that he obviously been through or is going through.”

“The song just came from life,” Nas told *Rolling Stone* in 2007. “It’s a song about letters to prison inmates, friends of mine, shout-outs to childhood friends and their uncles and people who were like family to me. I was, again, too young to be going through all of that. That’s what I think about when I hear that album. I was too young to be going through all of that.”

The track is also the only song on the album that might be categorized as a “concept” record, a method Nas would later use to great effect on such classics as “I Gave You Power,” “One Mic,” and “Rewind.” On “One Love,” Nas chooses to rhyme in the form of a letter to his friend (“yo, it’s a letter I
got from my man Nas, man, word is bond.”). Though people have speculated that the song is about a specific friend—perhaps 111 Will or Lakey the Kid—it is most likely that the song was, as Q-Tip says, more universal. “From what I could gather from just being there it was more of a generalization of cats who was locked up. You know, the story is more about just writing somebody a letter, sending somebody a kite.”

Even though the beat came first, Nas’s voice was the main influence for the record. In the promotional video, Q-Tip explained that “I just wanted to hit him with some ol’ nasty, you kno’m sayin’, just like a ill beat, just some ol’ spooky, like, mystic type thing. ‘Cause he kinda hits me like that. Like a monk, or something. A ghetto monk.” Elsewhere in the video, Tip was even more praiseworthy. “It’s like a person like him only comes along once in a lifetime.”

Tip recounted the story of making “One Love” in the original Source article. “One night [Large Professor] brought Nas and Akinyele by my crib. I played him a couple beats, and just said, That’s it right there.’ Later that night, he called and told me the concept for ‘One Love.’” In the same article, Nas recalled the moment: “Large introduced me to Q-Tip, and he played me some exotic shit. I was like yeah, he understand where I’m comin’ from. I mean, everybody could make a rhyme about bein’ a ill nigga with a ill, rough, rugged beat. But I like to take a nigga to another part of this shit, you kno’m sayin?”

Despite the two classics the two artists produced in the Illmatic era, Q-Tip, like Pete Rock, has rarely crossed paths with Nas since, a recurring misfortune Tip chalks up to
“timing” (they did eventually hook up again for “American Way” on 2004’s *Street’s Disciple*). Still, like all the producers associated with the record, Tip holds his work on *Illmatic* in high regard. When asked to compare “One Love” to the rest of his formidable career, he replies, “I think it’s right there. I’m just blessed that I’ve been able to touch that and that Large brought me in on that and to have contributed something of merit to it…It’s like, that’s a staple. That’s just a joint that, you know, it’s just one of those songs that’s anthemic to him, in a way. Like, a signature song.”

Looking back on Nas’s decade-plus career since, it’s hard to disagree with Tip here. “One Love” is certainly an archetype in Nas’s catalogue, indicative not just of his later concept records, but of the more “conscious” work he did like “Black Girl Lost,” “2nd Childhood,” and even, in a different way, “I Can.” The track’s realistic portrayal of a simple ritual that Nas knew all too well in his young years set the tone for these later tracks, and Tip’s haunting piano was the perfect backdrop.

**One Time 4 Your Mind**

The first track to have lyrics and beat locked in was this straightforward track by Nas and Large Pro (who refused to be interviewed for this book). “When [Nas] did ‘One Time 4 Your Mind,’ I saw Large Professor make that beat on the spot,” says Premier. It was before Premier started to work with Nas, when he was still getting acquainted with the emcee, which explains why his early work on “Represent” had a similar feel to it.
As far as beats go, “One Time 4 Your Mind,” is a simple offering, basically a loop of one sample, a bar from Jimmy Gordon’s “Walter L.” It’s an undoubtedly great find though, particularly because of the sloping bassline that stumbles its way through the song. Unlike Large Pro’s complex sample collages on “Halftime” and “It Ain’t Hard to Tell,” his skills here manifest themselves in his ability to know a good thing when he hears it and not mess with it too much, something even great producers have trouble with sometimes.

Still, if there is an Achilles heel on Illmatic (and there isn’t), then “One Time 4 Your Mind” is it. Though it has been praised in various circles for its vibes and hard-hitting rhythm section, it’s the least-talked-about track on the record. There are no quotes from Nas or Large Professor with regards to the song, and it was not featured in the electronic press kit that was sent around to promote the album. The track is obviously the earliest work on the record; with its casual tone and simple beat; it sounds like a demo for a huge talent that was yet to break through. Unsurprisingly, the beat is reminiscent of that of “I’m a Villain,” one half of the actual Nas demo.

But instead of dooming the song as it might have done, this rough and raw presentation fits in perfectly with the tone of Nas’s lyrics. Unlike his later work on a track like “One Love,” Nas isn’t trying to say anything more here than that he can, in Large Pro’s words, “kick that for them gangsters, man, fuck all that.” The lumbering swagger of the beat matches his youthful exuberance perfectly, and while the track might not reach the heights of some of its surroundings, it would be impossible for any hip hop head to listen to “One Time 4 Your Mind” and not confirm that Illmatic’s “perfect 10” remains intact.
Represent

While DJ Premier was convinced by Nas to stick with his original beat for “Memory Lane,” it was on his third and final beat for Illmatic that the producer got his way. “I begged Nas to keep that one,” Premier remembers. “‘Cause even when we were about to master he was like ‘yo, I’m gonna go with the bassline’ and I was like ‘no, please, just the one.’ And finally he agreed.” The first song Premier made with Nas, the original “Represent” was more along the lines of the finished track’s immediate predecessor on Illmatic, Large Professor’s “One Time 4 Your Mind.” Jazzy with a quick sway, the beat is a solid offering. But unlike the final backing, it’s obvious and hardly revolutionary, mostly just reminiscent of the Native Tongues’ work around the time of its recording. When it comes up in conversation, Premier simply refers to the track as “the one with the bassline,” and, like on Large Pro’s “One Time 4 Your Mind” beat, the bass is certainly the most notable part of the track.

If Nas was right about “Memory Lane” (and he was), then Premier was even more right about “Represent.” Though it still has its supporters, the earlier beat screams early 90s, while the final selection is some next-level shit. Based on crate digging alone, “Represent” belongs on Premier’s top shelf. Certainly the grittiest song Nas wrote for the album, Premier heard these lyrics and laced them with Lee Erwin’s “Thief of Baghdad,” a performance of the theme from the 1924 film of the same title. Who else would listen to Nas’s hardcore street
verses here and pick something out of a score created for a silent film starring Douglas Fairbanks fifty years before the emcee was born?

The break’s placement in the original song couldn’t be more different. Coming a minute or so into the track, the soft organ notes are a playful and safely haunting introduction to the refrain of the theme, like the simple hook of *The Nutcracker Suite* that Tetris lifted. With the volume pumped up and hard drums pounding each stab home, the track becomes one with the lyrics, a perfect example of the off-kilter appropriation that hip hop will occasionally perfect.

Premier’s choice was guided by his further experience working with Nas and hearing more of the record.

It was more of what I knew Nas really needed from me. The first “Represent” was the first time he and I had ever been in the studio, so they were just vibes. Every time we made something he was like “let me record it,” so I was really the first one to go in with him. I mean, he had already done “It Ain’t Hard to Tell” with Large Pro…So my first time I was just vibing with him, I didn’t intend for that to be the track. But when he cut vocals he was like, “yo let’s keep that.” And I was like “alright.” But as time passes and I start hearing everybody else’s contributions, I was like, “nah, I can do way better than that.” But that’s how I am, I’m hard on myself. And that’s how you should be, so that you come with the best that you can come with.

Considering the work Premier did once he got to know Nas, it’s no surprise that their working relationship developed so well. More than any other producer on *Illmatic*, Premier
continued to have enormous success with Nas throughout the 90s, creating such lasting work as “I Gave You Power” and “Nas Is Like.” In the original Source article on Illmatic, MC Serch describes the two legends as “separated at birth.” Fifteen years later, he hasn’t changed his tune.

I think Premier understands Nas better than any producer he has ever worked with. Premier thinks like Nas does and he narrates the music the way Nas narrates lyrics. If you see them work together, there’s not a lot of words between them about the music. It is really about their relationship. They just have this great affection for each other in the way that they perform. And you only see that with Primo really when he is with [Gang Starr partner] Guru. You can make the argument, “well, Primo did great records with Big,” yeah. But are you really thinking about “Unbelievable” [off the Notonous B.I.G.’s Ready to Die] as a great period piece, or is it just a great track on a great album? It was a great moment record. But Nas’s records with Primo could be on any album.

Serch’s sentiment is shared by a large chunk of the serious hip hop audience, and an almost decade-long rumor of a Nas record produced completely by Premier has been kept alive by talk among both artists in interviews, bolstered by a limitless level of interest. Though as of the writing of this book the two haven’t spoken in two years, that hope will continue to burn brightly until one or the other in resting in his grave. The three songs they made for Illmatic have a great deal to do with that.
It Ain’t Hard To Tell

Saying that the last song on Illmatic was actually the first song recorded for the album is technically accurate. But it’s far from the whole story. The real story began in 1991, when Nas and Large Professor recorded a two-track demo to shop around. Serch describes the tracks he heard when Nas played the tape for him as a mixed bag. “One was ‘I’m a Villain’ and one was ‘It Ain’t Hard to Tell,’” he remembers. “I thought ‘I’m a Villain’ was really not a good record at all. I thought it was a good process. But ‘It Ain’t Hard to Tell’ is a classic. The original thing that Paul [aka Large Pro] did was brilliant with the Michael Jackson sample.”

What Paul did was flip Michael Jackson’s “Human Nature,” something SWV would do a year later for their hit “Right Here (Human Nature Remix).” The only recording of the original song that is widely available, which has since been retitled “Nas Will Prevail” by bootleggers, sounds like it’s a few generations removed from the recording source. But it’s still a worthwhile listen for any Nas fan, and not just because it’s over a minute and a half longer and features notably different verses. The beat on “Nas Will Prevail” is completely different, despite having the main sample source in common with its revised final edition. Where the new version uses the oscillating synths that begin the original song (and lace SWV’s version), “Nas Will Prevail” uses a smoother and mellower section of the song and a different, less intense horn sample over it.
Large Pro himself explained the story on the EPK. “‘It Ain’t Hard to Tell,’ we did that, a long time ago, you know. And we did it, and it was like freaky for when we did it, ‘cause everybody was sleepin’ on the Michael Jackson sample and everything. And we flipped it, and that was part of his demo. And, you know, they wanted us to do it over, so we knocked it out.” What’s unclear from conflicting stories is just why the beat was changed. Nas had obviously decided to update his lyrics, and undoubtedly the shorter version was better for when the record was released for radio play (“It Ain’t Hard to Tell” was the only Illmatic single to crack Billboard’s Top 100). But it does seem odd that Nas would want to switch to a sample that had received so much attention already.

That’s not to say Large Pro’s version of the beat sounds anything like what SWV did. The two songs only share a small, if prominent, sample that Large Pro buried under the verses. And the rest of his construction here is flawless. Those vocals at the beginning are MJ, pulled from the end of the track and doubled back on themselves in a perfect loop that swings around the channels like you’re in the middle of a merry-go-round. Meanwhile, Kool and the Gang’s “N.T.” provides the strained horns that populate the intro and the choruses, chopped up and reconfigured beautifully so they fit right in next to the king of pop. There are plenty of other little touches in here—the vocal stabs that could have come from Kanye a decade later, the echo bouncing at the beginning of each verse that is shiver-inducing, the heavy layered sound that drops out instantaneously, leaving just a bass and drums—but they all add up to a complete and complex entity. There’s little doubt that of the three songs Large Professor made for Illmatic, “It Ain’t Hard to Tell” is his masterpiece.
And yet, the remix Large Professor himself did after the record was released might be just as entertaining. While it’s far simpler, the track loses everything about the music except those vocal stabs in the chorus and rebuilds with a tight but unidentified guitar loop and a snipped Biz Markie sample that sounds like “Nas is the king of disco”—he’s really saying “recognized as the king of disco” on “Nobody Beats the Biz.” It presents the listener with a completely different mood than the original, and yet it somehow fits perfectly with Nas’s lyrics.

But if there’s one thing the remixes from *Illmatic* prove, it’s how versatile Nas’s lyrics are. By displaying the complexity of his life in each track, Nas was able to complement a dark beat just as easily as a happy one. Because he had such incredible producers, this versatility was on full display on *Illmatic*. It’s not that the precise combination of breaks and flows on the album were so essential to Nas’s message. Rather, the thoughtful offerings from this all-star lineup underscored or counterbalanced his message, heightening the impact of his words.

They also happened to be straight fire.
Conclusion
Gift/Curse

By the turn of the millennium, Nas was facing decreasing interest among hip hop fans and new challengers to the New York hip hop throne he was widely regarded to reside upon after the Notonous B.I.G.’s death in 1997. “The fact that Big passed made him what it was,” AZ recalls. “And that’s when his mom was going through some problems. And that’s when people said he lost it or he switched over or whatever and he came out with Nastradamus, and there was one joint on it and that was it. And, I mean, the lyrical content was there, but it wasn’t as strong as Illmatic and It Was Written.” The lukewarm response to 1999’s I am …and Nastradamus signaled the first rough patch in Nas’s career (though it should be noted that both albums still eventually went platinum). Fans bemoaned the perceived sellouts, particularly that fateful “Hate Me Now” video and the Notonous Ginuwine collab. The sharks could smell blood in the water, and in the hyper-competitive world of hip hop, an attack was inevitable.

The biggest shark in the water circa 2001 was undoubtedly Jay-Z. The history behind one of the most-publicized feuds in hip hop has been well documented elsewhere. But Illmatic’s status as an undeniable classic is key to understanding why Jay fired his first shots. It’s the reason why Jay felt the need to dedicate a full verse to Nas on his song-length claim to the throne, “The Takeover,” off 2001’s The Blueprint. But it’s also why, even on that biting dis record, Jay still feels the
need to admit Nas has “a one hot album every ten year average.”

Therein lies the conundrum of *Illmatic* for Nas. Like any artist who succeeds so wildly so early in life, Nas has struggled the rest of his career with separating his new work from what came before it. On the intro to *Stillmatic*, he raps “they thought I’d make another *Illmatic*, but it’s always forward I’m moving, never backwards, stupid, here’s another classic.” Yet, ironically, he has time and time again reached back to that work. That tide *Stillmatic*, used for his 2001 “comeback” album, was a clear indication that he felt the need to insist he had not lost his previous touch. His 2004 *Street’s Disciple* used the first two words Nas ever spoke on record from “Live at the BBQ” as its title. Meanwhile, the album intro to *I am* … reminded viewers of his previous hits (and leads into a sequel to “N.Y. State of Mind”) while songs like “The Message,” and “Thief’s Theme” use samples or lines from *Illmatic* tracks as choruses.

Nas’s complex relationship with his own work shows up in interviews as well. While promoting 2006’s *Hip Hop is Dead*, Nas was asked by Pitchfork’s Ryan Dombal if he ever wished *Illmatic* had not been quite as good as it was. “I could never wanna wish that,” Nas replied. “Because if there’s a record I do that’s as good as *Illmatic*, it wouldn’t be intentional. When I say as good as *Illmatic*, I mean to those *Illmatic* fans, in their opinion. I want each album to say something different and be accepted better than the last one but I don’t have any point to outdo any particular album of mine.” This process of putting the past behind him is essential to the longevity of
Nas’s career in a genre notorious for throwing away talent when it arbitrarily goes out of style.

Premier explains Nas’s mentality post-Illmatic as that of a musical auteur. “Nas has always been cutting edge, and he has always done what he feels like he should do, whether it was a good decision or a bad decision. He makes those decisions alone. I mean, even when he had all those dudes with him, he was always kind of a loner. But through all that he has always been daring to break certain barriers, you know, putting out the Nigger album and Hip Hop Is Dead, willing to take a lot of flack for that for the fact that everybody’s thinking he’s hatin’ or whatever. And I understood his points on all of them.”

But Nas’s desire to constantly reinvent himself as the musical landscape evolves is not the only explanation. In fact, Nas’s shift from hardcore hip hop emcee on Illmatic to more amenable crossover rapper on It Was Written might seem unnecessary in hindsight. Deciding you have to switch up your sound in order to fit in with hip hop’s new directions after releasing a record hailed as the greatest hip hop album of all time would, indeed, be completely insane. Yet, as AZ notes, the reality of the time was very different than the revised history might imply. “After Illmatic, he was trying to find his way. Illmatic was so anticipated on the streets, there was blowback on the streets early that the sound didn’t equate to the hype. I came out with ‘Sugar Hill’ and Doe or Die and ‘Sugar Hill’ went platinum. So I was the plank that he crossed over to do It Was Written.’Cause you gotta understand, after Illmatic was out and sales wasn’t doin’ so good, I know that the vibe with-Nas was that he was kinda disappointed in himself. When ‘Sugar Hill’ came out and blew up, I did for
him what he had done for me like ‘let’s go to shows and do what it was,’ you know what I mean? He still was the number one contender in the game, but through that I guess he got his vibe up. He switched management, got with Steve Stout and the Trackmasters, and worked on *It Was Written*, and after that, he did what he had to do.”

The management switch AZ speaks of meant Nas left behind one of the people most integral in getting his career off the ground, MC Serch. Yet it was Serch who ultimately made the decision, not Nas. “To be totally honest with you, I didn’t want to be the Jew behind the black guy. I didn’t want to be Lyor [Cohen, the legendary hip hop manager/executive]. I wanted him to stand on his own. I wanted him to be a black man doing for himself and for the other brother s around him. That’s why I chose to walk away.”

If Serch had stayed, he says, there would have been more objection to the path Nas took in the late-90s. “I would not have agreed with the Ginuwine records, and I would not have agreed with the *Nastradamus* direction. But I understand it from an artist perspective because he is a true artist. He wants to experiment and he wants to test the boundaries and he wants to see what people think and what people are gonna say and how they are gonna react.” Serch also acknowledges a key component of Nas’s talent, his acute sense of where his genre has been and where it is headed. “He also went with the flow of the music and he went with the flow of the culture and he always found his place within the culture. If Nas would have got stuck [with *Illmatic*], he wouldn’t have grown, and he enjoys that growth process. And if he didn’t go that route, he never would have created “Ether.” He never
would have created *Stillmatic*. He never would have created *Hip Hop Is Dead.*”

It’s this give and take that seems like the most rewarding way to approach Nas’s catalogue post-*Illmatic*. Even viewing *It Was Written* as the first step Nas took towards being mindful of the radio is difficult when listening to uncompromising tracks like “I Gave You Power” and “Black Girl Lost”—or even street-minded cuts like “Affirmative Action” and “The Set Up.” “He’s a real artist,” Q-Tip says. “I think he’s definitely trying to change and grow and do different things and be innovative with his music.” *Illmatic*’s seeming contradictions have not disappeared—if anything, they have become more apparent and challenging to the listener. But neither has its unflinching portrayal of reality faded from Nas’s focus. Tracks like “My Country,” “Hip Hop is Dead,” and “Coon Picnic (These Are Our Heroes)” are flawed but complex explorations of what it means to be a black person in America.

While the “gift and curse” explanation of *Illmatic* seems most appropriate considering how Nas has been viewed since the album was released, the truth is that few artists wouldn’t give up the relatively low expectations of their future work for the opportunity to produce a work as moving and influential as Nas did at only 20 years old. Even if Nas hadn’t become the towering figure in hip hop that he did, *Illmatic* would have been enough to cement his reputation as the quintessential modern emcee. That much is certain.
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1 Why White Kids Love Hip Hop
In fact, Ghostface Killah of the Wu Tang Clan would accuse Biggie of stealing the idea for his cover, which featured a picture of a baby many took to represent Biggie, from *Illmatic’s* cover of Nas as a child. This would start a minor war of words between Nas and Biggie.
Biggie, on the other hand, never sounds like he quite has a handle on what he’s saying. The remarkable thing about him as an emcee was that he neither looked nor sounded like an emcee. As he threw out couplets and metaphors, it always seemed as if he was just about to stumble, tongue on teeth, out of breath from his lack of conditioning. Yet he never did.
For more on their first encounter, see “Halftime” in chapter eight.
Red Hot Lover Tone, later known simply as Tone, would go on to make up one half of the Trackmasters, the producing duo which gave Nas his first significant hit with “Street Dreams,” and produced most of *Illmatic’s* follow-up, *It Was Written.*
For proper perspective, Premier remembers that Nas and Big L—another lyrical legend—were signed to Columbia at the same time. However, the latter’s debut album, *Lifestylez Ov Da Poor and Dangerous*, wasn’t released until 1995.
While *Illmatic* is widely regarded as the first album to feature such an impressive lineup, there were enough similar records before it by such high-profile artists as Big Daddy Kane and KRS-One that it’s at least clear that the idea was not invented by Nas and his executive production team, however well they perfected it.
Minya Oh, as Dennis mentions in his interview, would go on to New York fame as Hot 97’s Miss Info.
Rakim, a direct influence on Nas, also had musical blood: his aunt was R&B legend Ruth Brown
Though it is almost certainly a coincidence, Texas rapper Big Mello used “Yearning for Your Love” in a very similar way a few years earlier on “Gank Move,” from his 1992 debut *Bone Hard Zaggin*.
The remix is also notable for being the actual source of the famous “I’m out for presidents to represent me” sample that Jay-Z and producer Ski used on the emcee’s classics “Dead Presidents I and II,” not the original as is widely assumed.
According to Q-Tip, this is not the whole story. “The first beat that he did for “Memory Lane” was some shit that Nas didn’t like. That’s why Nas at the beginning of the one that you hear says, ‘Fuck that other shit.’ The other version was crazy. This one, I liked it, it was a little more jazzy. The other version was just crazy.” Unfortunately, this version seems never to have been released.